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enjoy them.
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Disclaimer

This book is presented solely for educational and entertainment
purposes. The authors and publisher are not offering it as legal,
travel or other professional services. Neither the authors nor the
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with respect to any loss or incidental or consequential damages
caused, or alleged to have been caused, directly or indirectly, by the
information contained herein. Contents of the e-book are the sole
expression and opinion of the authors.
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way responsible for how information is used or interpreted. Always
use your best judgment.
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Authors’ Introduction
from Dona
I had been coming to Jamaica for over seven years, and I was in
the middle of a project building a home on a hill overlooking the
ocean on the north coast. I got turned on to the island through
my business partners who were building the house with me.
When I visited Jamaica, we would listen to the same music—
great music, but limited in scope: Bob Marley, Dennis Brown and
Damian Marley mostly. I always brought my laptop and music
player but I didn’t explore the music much beyond buying a CD
off the street in Montego Bay. I was focused on reading books
about the history, politics, and culture of Jamaica. I enjoyed
swimming in the ocean and going to the local bar where they
played music for tourists. In May 2011, I decided to go to Jamaica for a month to spend time in my home. I also intended to find
a topic for my e-book. As a writer and technology professional I
was involved in publishing and searching for the right path for my
own personal project for several years.
A few days after I arrived, I went to our local beach where I
always felt welcome. That night I met Fureus who was building a music studio. Beyond his ambition as a producer he was
also concentrating on writing and recording music. I told him
about my e-book idea and we decided to meet the next day and
discuss our common interests. He arrived at my home with his
laptop computer and son right on time. After we talked about our
goals, I recognized his intensity. He also shared some lyrics and
songs he had written and I was impressed by his clear vision,
intelligence and technical savvy. We decided to collaborate;
even though I didn’t yet have a topic for the e-book, we knew

we’d find one. We made a to-do list and named the project “Book
and Song.” The list identified things I needed to learn about the
people and the culture. I still have the original list we made and
the project has unfolded as we envisioned.
We spent a month driving around the island meeting performers,
studio engineers, and producers. I was able to go to places, such
as inner Kingston, where I may not have been welcome without
Fureus who grew up in Jamaica. Fureus spent many years in
the United Kingdom where there is a vibrant Jamaican community. As a photographer, I found Jamaica visually exciting in both
natural or urban settings. After a few missed opportunities, I was
comfortable using my camera and grateful for the chance to photograph the Jamaican people. Wherever we went, Fureus played
music; it was our constant companion—clear, beautiful audio in
the car, on the computer. The most fun was when friends and
artists would suddenly sing or rap on the street or in their neighborhood clubs.
It was ironic that I was reading Ian Thomson’s, The Dead Yard:
A Story of Modern Jamaica. It depicts a very violent and deadly
Jamaica while I was experiencing an open-hearted embrace
everywhere I went.
Before I went back to Florida Fureus and I set up a shared folder
on the web so we could work virtually. He started sending me
songs—a great diversity of music with many different topics:
love, culture, Jah (the Rastafari word for God). Sometimes (often) I couldn’t understand all the language or metaphors, so I’d
ask him to interpret the music for me.
Then it came to me...this is what I’d been missing all the years
I visited the island without a musical “compass.” I was missing
a real connection to the people—the heart of the people. I was
in the dark about lots of the music. I knew it moved me, made
me happy, made want to dance, but I couldn’t fully experience it

without an understanding of the words. Also, I was living in the
past because the Jamaica of Bob Marley had changed. It had
been over thirty years since he died in 1981.
A new Jamaica was emerging with the music reflecting the
hearts and minds of the people. Many of whom are dealing with
issues, such as a seemingly endless cycle of poverty, illiteracy,
death, and the incarceration of many men, the result of which
leaves many children fatherless. There is a high rate of teenage pregnancy and unemployment. However, in the face of
this desperation comes a wellspring of creativity, intelligence,
self-expression, humor, and faith. We hope these songs portray
Jamaica in a bright, yet realistic light to the visitor.
So this e-book comes from a place of openness to a culture and
people for whom I have great respect and love. My co-author,
Fureus, has selected with care over 300 songs, artists, and
books that we agree will be meaningful and enjoyable for people
visiting the island or for people getting to know new Jamaican
music. With the first edition of this book, we also feature songs
from his record label State-Us Records. You’ll find music from
Ricky Flex, Jah Prince, Danny English, Hotta Red, Faithful,
Minky, and Fureus. Throughout the e-book you’ll be able to link
to the music.
We are excited about this book as a vehicle to educate people
and share the joy of Jamaican music. You are supporting many
fine musicians, artists, and other professionals through the purchase of this book. In turn, you are impacting the lives of many
families. Minimum wage is between $48.47 to $53.00 dollars a
week US or $4,500 to $5,000 Jamaican currency according to a
2012 article in the Jamaican Observer Online. That is why it is
so important when you visit Jamaica that you support the local

crafts and business people. Eat some juicy, raw, fresh food from
the people on the road and feed your body and soul. All will appreciate you spending your money thoughtfully. We thank you for
your support and hope the music in this book will create many
happy memories for you.

from Fureus
They call me Fureus. I have been blessed with this name, which
highlights me as an artist. I was connected to music since the
eighties and have grown with it, meaning I do what it tells me
when I feel it deep within. Listening to one of the late, great
artists like Garnet Silk, included in the book, I overstand* that
music is like a rod (“Music is the rod and we are Moses”). I also
overstand there are different types of music. I obey positive
reggae music; I write, sing, and produce reggae and dancehall
music relating to the life of the younger generation of Jamaicans.
I am always keen about working with music in any way.
When I met Dona Omanoff, she briefed me on the plans she
had about writing this book. I was more than grateful to be a
part of it and very privileged to be the co-author. I selected all of
these influential songs here based on how I experienced them
in relation to the places I have been and the things I have seen.
These songs have all been important to a lot of other people
worldwide. I hope you find this book “full enough” to express all
feelings and fill all empty spaces.
*In the Rastafari vernacular, “overstanding” (also “innerstanding”)
replaces “understanding,” referring to enlightenment that raises
one’s consciousness.”

How to Use This Book
We wrote the book to share reggae and dancehall with tourists,
music lovers, and visitors to Jamaica. However, everyone—from
college students to baby boomers—will enjoy this “one-of-a-kind”
book as it links the reader/listener directly to the artists’ music.
We created it for the smartphone and tablet user; however you
can read the e-book on a computer using Adobe Digital Editions
or other reader software.
It’s an e-book/digital music guide in your hand—a course about
Jamaica with links to up-to-date information at your fingertips.
We consider it a win-win for the reader and artist. If you like: buy
the music, you are supporting the artists.
You can read from front to back or jump around. The chapters:
“Metaphors & Tips to Enjoy Reggae & Dancehall Music” and
“History of Rastafarianism” are suggested if you are new to
Jamaican music. Read “Authors’ Introduction” if you want to
know why we wrote the book and how we got started.
We use American spelling in the book rather than Jamaican/
British unless it is direct quote. For example, “artists” instead
of “artistes.” We also use the term “Rastafari” instead of
“Rastafarianism” to refer to the movement in Jamaica that has
had such an impact on the country and the music.
We included categories to make it easier to organize the music
on your device, in your mind, or on your playlists. The categories
are:

Categories:
Politics
Culture

Marijuana
Love/Romance/Sex
God /Jah
Family/Friends
Happiness
Dance
Money/Cash
Rastafari
Nature/Earth
Positive Vibes
Ghetto Youth/Poverty/ Crime
Links are provided to access the artists’ Facebook, MySpace,
or personal web pages. Books and other websites are included
as reference. We welcome feedback so we can improve each
edition. Visit us on Facebook or at Reggae Music Guide.
Don’t forget to use the power of the Internet as you read and
listen. We wrote the book for smartphone and tablet users.
If there is a word or reference with which you are unfamiliar,
such as the great Jamaican hero, Sam Sharpe; you can hover
over, or select the word, and most reading applications will
define the word or let you search the web or Wikipedia for
more information. Dictionary, notes and advanced navigation
functionality is available in the EPUB (iBooks, Kobo, Nook) or
MOBI (Amazon) versions of the book.
We decided this book should be electronic rather than paper to
enable linking easily to the music and other references.

iTunes Download Caveats

Most of the music links in the book were obtained as a United
States iTunes affiliate partner. If you are using a device
(smartphone, iPad, etc.) with an internet or phone account in
the US, music in the e-book will link directly to a song in iTunes.

If you are from outside the US, the link will bring you to the
iTunes store of your country and you will have to search on
the song title. The Amazon links work the same way. We are
investigating affiliate relationships in other countries with iTunes
and Amazon to make sure all readers can get to the music easily.

Viewpoints

We have included a chapter: “History of Rastafarianism” by
Crispin Sartwell. Sartwell calls himself a “white, American,
intellectual” and he is a music and cultural critic so he has a
unique perspective that may be helpful as a starting point to
learn and explore. Adidja Palmer (aka Vybz Kartel), writing
with Michael Dawson in his book The Voice of the Jamaican
Ghetto is another perspective—a modern Jamaican viewpoint.
We encourage you to buy his book and others suggested here.
Websites, blogs and social media links are shared.
Fureus says any explanation of Rastafari beyond “It’s all about
love,” is “politics,” and I’m sure he’s right. Enjoy the music and
the journey.

Metaphors & Tips to Enjoy
Reggae & Dancehall Music
Tips to Enjoy the Music

As you listen to the songs in the book, information about
Jamaican culture and metaphors will help you enjoy the music.
The book contains traditional reggae love songs and dance
music and is heavily weighted toward “conscious” (lyrics with
political and cultural overtones) and dancehall music.
People ask, “What is the difference between reggae and
dancehall?” An online post on Sean Paul’s site by Dutty Africa
said, “Reggae is a tree with branches, and its branches will
include roots reggae, dubs, dancehall, ragga, reggae calypso
and the list goes on. Trust me, reggae, dancehall or ragga is
more than a music because it frees people’s souls.”
In an interview on the blog Live Unchained, author and literary
scholar, Dr. Carolyn Cooper, was asked how she defined reggae
and she said, “The best definition of reggae I’ve come across is
Toots Hibbert’s: “Reggae means comin’ from the people, y’know?
Like a everyday thing. Like from the ghetto. From majority.
Everyday thing that people use like food, we just put music to it
and make a dance out of it. Reggae means regular people who
are suffering, and don’t have what they want.” Reggae is more
than music; it’s therapy. For me, reggae is the soundtrack of
survival in Jamaica.”
Adidja Palmer aka Vybz Kartel called dancehall “downtown”
music (as opposed to “uptown”) in his book, The Voice of
the Jamaican Ghetto, written with Michael Dawson. He said,
“Jamaica is one of the most duplicitous and divided countries

as we are in no way one people. There is a clear ‘uptown’ and a
clear ‘downtown.’ Dancehall is downtown music and that’s why
it’s fought so hard.”
Whatever the definition of the music, common themes are used
by the artists to convey their messages. Below, you’ll see some
examples of popular themes and metaphors.
You’ll find in dancehall and reggae music that at the beginning
of the song the artists will often introduce themselves and/
or say who they are singing with; kind of a nod to their team
or collaborators. “A Ryno,” “Fureus on sho,” “Cure again” are
examples. Sometimes they’ll mention their producers, like Kartel
or Gyptian say “Hey Russian” (Tarik Russian Johnston of Head
Concussion Records) or refer to their fans or neighborhood
“crews” like Kartel’s “Gaza” and Movado’s “Gully.” Kartel and
Movado fans are often adamant in their identification with Gaza
or Gully.
Besides being singers, writers, and performers many of the
artists highlighted here are Deejays or DJs which has a different
connotation in Jamaica than in the United States. According
to Wikipedia, “Deejay” (alternatively spelled DJ) is a term in
Jamaican music for a reggae or dancehall musician who sings
and “toasts” to an instrumental riddim (rhythm). Deejays are not
to be confused with disc jockeys on the radio.
Dancehall/reggae DJs select riddims to play and sing or rap over
the riddim. A riddim is a term in itself that should be understood.
A riddim or rhythm track is the instrumental version of a song.
Many albums are built around one riddim with names like
“Indiscretion Riddim,” “Sweet Wata Riddim,” and “Better Life
Riddim.” Different performers create their own unique song over
the same Riddim. A popular Riddim can make the writer famous.

Rastafari and Jamaican Music

The purpose of the book is not to define Rastafari which would
be impossible and irreverent. But to help readers understand and
enjoy the music, here is a short summary of points they might
find helpful. People are encouraged to talk to Rastas and other
Jamaicans about their views and make their own determinations.
Rastafari is a social movement that arose in the 1930s in
Jamaica. It was influenced heavily by Marcus Garvey’s Black
Nationalist movement of the 1910s and 1920s which, as Crispin
Sartwell says, “had infinitely rich ramifications, specifically in
religion and the arts. In the Caribbean one result of Garveyism
was the religion of the Rastafari, which informs the whole history
of Jamaican recorded music—most famously, of course the,
roots reggae of Bob Marley, the first third world superstar and a
symbol of libratory hope and marijuana abuse for generations. In
North America, Garveyism gave rise, among many things, to the
Nation of Islam and the Five Percenters (or Nation of Gods and
Earths), which have influenced American music profoundly. The
importance of Jamaican musical practices into New York resulted
in the musical style known as hip, hop, like reggae a major
dimension of world music ever since.”
Read Crispan Sartwell’s “History of Rastafarianism” chapter to
learn more. Sartwell, is a music critic, journalist and philosophy
professor.
Not all Jamaican musicians or performers are Rastas but many
are and references to Rastafari practices and perspectives are
used throughout much of the music.

Common Metaphors or References

Rastafari consider themselves to be originally from Ethiopia.
According to Wikipedia, “Ethiopia is one of the oldest locations

of human existence known to scientists. It may be the region
from which Homo sapiens set out for the Middle East and points
beyond.”
Ethiopia is the heart of Africa. The history of the African people
is ancient and extraordinary. As NAS (American rapper and
actor) writes in his song Africa Must Wake Up, “The black
oasis, ancient Africa the sacred, awaken the sleeping giant,
science, art is your creation...but Africa’s the origin of all the
world’s religions...The ancestral lineage built pyramids...the first
architect, the first philosophers, astronomers, the first prophets
and doctors was us.” Rastafari honor - His Imperial Majesty
Emperor Haile Selassie who as Ras Tasfari Makonen was
crowned Emperor of Ethiopia in 1930. He took the title “King of
Kings, Lord of Lords, Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah.”
Many common metaphors are taken from Bible stories and
readers can extrapolate the meaning if they are familiar with
the Old Testament such as “Daniel in the Lions Den” or “David
and Goliath” (triumph of good and faithful people over danger/
wickedness). There are many parallels between the Jewish
people in slavery and the oppression of the black man. Rastas
also have food guidelines called Ital which shun pork and
shellfish like the Jews guidelines do. Many Rastas are vegan
and do not use alcohol.
The relationship of Israel and Ethiopia was brought together
when the Queen known as Sheba or Makeda travelled to Israel
and produced a son, Menelik, with King Solomon of Judah.
When Sheba and Menelik returned to Ethiopia they brought with
them the Ark of the Covenant.
Some describe Rastafari as a way of life or as a spiritual
movement. There is no doubt that it is political to the extent that

it has changed life in Jamaica and influenced people around the
world. Rastas suffered greatly for their views and many are still
discriminated against today by other Jamaicans.

Rastafari References

Babylon–Western civilization, imperialism, capitalism, corrupt
modern society, source of oppression, institutions. “Babylon”
refers to the ancient city that was located between the Tigris and
Euphrates Rivers.
Dreads–“Dreadlocks” or natural hair (thus “Natty Dread”),
hair that is matted or twisted . Can also refer to a person with
dreadlocks. In the book, Becoming Rasta, the poet Ras Sam
was quoted as saying, “We are warriors...When the people look
on I n I, them see In I art dreadful and awesome, and them
tremble in them boots.”
Exodus–Return to Africa, exit from Babylon.
I n I–I” or “me.” I and my higher consciousness or Jah Rastafari.
Jah–According to Wikipedia, Jah “is the shortened form of
the divine name YHWH (also spelled Jehovah or Yahweh), an
anglicized version of the Tetragrammaton (YHWH, Latin JHVH).
The name is most commonly associated with the Rastafari
movement or within the word hallelujah, although Christian
groups may use the name to varying degrees.”
Leonard Howell–Called “The First Rasta” by Helené Lee
in her book of the same name. According to Wikipedia, also
known as “The Gong.” Howell published The Promise Key,
his doctrine of Rastafari and formed a town called Pinnacle in
Saint Catherine Parish. Modeled on Maroon communities, they
cultivated marijuana. Howell was imprisoned during his life for

his beliefs and in 1954 after years of raids, the Jamaican police
broke up the community. Howell was born in 1898 in Clarendon
Parish and died in 1981 in Kingston. The Leonard P. Howell
Foundation is currently trying to save Pinnacle as a Jamaican
Heritage site.
Lion–Haile Selassie, “King of Kings” or a strong and bold hero or
Rasta.
Livity–Way of Life
Mansions of the Rastafari movement–“Within the faith of
Rastafari there are four main/well known schools that are
referred to as houses or mansions, 1. Ethiopian Orthodox
Church, 2. Nyabinghi, 3. Bobo Shanti, and 4. 12 Tribes of Israel.”
Quote taken from the Rastafari Global Council.
Marcus Garvey–Maracus Mosiah Garvey, Jr. ONH (Order of
National Hero, a Jamaican national honor) was a Jamaican
political leader, publisher, journalist, entrepreneur, and orator
who was a staunch proponent of Black nationalism and PanAfricanism movements (from Wikipedia). Born in 1887 in St.
Ann’s Bay he died in 1940 at the age of 52 in London. He is
considered a great prophet of Rastafari.
Reparation–Payment to resettle Jamaican Rastafari in Africa or
can refer to any descendants of slaves resettling in Africa.
Trinity–The Bobo Shanti consider Haile Selassie to be part of
a trinity that includes Marcus Garvey and Prince Emmanuel
Charles Edwards. Description taken from the Rastafari Global
Council. Often artists are photographed making the sign of the
trinity with their hands.
Zion–“The Promised Land,” Africa or Ethiopia or a place of
peace and love.

Other References
Badmind–Envy, jealousy.

African Diaspora–Communities spread throughout the world
historically descended from the peoples of Africa. According to
Wikipedia, the term has been “historically applied in particular
to the descendants of the West and Central Africans who were
enslaved and shipped to the Americas by way of the Atlantic
slave trade, with the largest population in the U.S.A.”
Tivoli Gardens–The historical location of the Rastafari
settlement Back-O-Wall. Known as a poor slum since the 1950s.
In May, 2012, Jamaican police and the Army assaulted the
neighborhood of Tivoli Gardens, in West Kingston resulting in the
deaths of 73 people. Police were trying to capture Christopher
‘Dudus’ Coke.
Marijuana–Cannabis or marijuana generally refer to the dried
flowers and subtending leaves and stems of the female cannabis
plant. According to Wikipedia, “Contemporary uses of cannabis
are as a recreational drug, as religious or spiritual rites, or as
medicine.” Rastafari use cannabis or ganja in some of their
religious rituals. According to the World Health Organization,
the coordinating authority for health within the United Nations,
“about 147 million people, 2.5% of the world population,
consume cannabis.”
The use of marijuana is illegal in Jamaica though celebrated in
much of the music. Some of the music also advocates legalizing
marijuana so people can grow it, become self-sustaining by
supporting their families and contribute to the economy in a
positive way.

Rude Boy & Ghetto Youth–According to Wikipedia, originating
in the 1960s: “The rude boy subculture arose from the poorer
sections of Kingston, Jamaica, and was associated with violent
discontent youths...In that time period, unemployed Jamaican
youths sometimes found temporary employment from sound
system operators to disrupt competitors’ dances (leading to the
term dancehall crasher). The violence that sometimes occurred
at dances and its association with the rude boy lifestyle gave
rise to a slew of releases by artists who addressed the rude
boys directly with lyrics that either promoted or rejected rude boy
violence.”
Starting in the 1970s, Jamaican reggae music replaced the ska
and rocksteady music associated with the rude boys. In the
1980s, dancehall became the main Jamaican popular music
genre, drawing some parallels with the earlier rude boys in its
cultural and lyrical content. Now references to “ghetto youth” has
replaced “rude boys” in the current music; rude boys morphed
into ghetto youths as the music evolved.

History of Rastafarianism
This essay was taken from Crispin Sartwell’s website. An
in-depth version of it is also included in his book, Political
Aesthetics. Look for more information in the chapter titled Red,
Gold, Black, and Green: Black Nationalist Aesthetics, where
Sartwell writes about the impact of Marcus Garvey. Read the
“Metaphors & Tips to Enjoy Reggae & Dancehall Music” chapter
of this book, as the impact of Marcus Garvey on Jamaican
reggae and American hip-hop music is discussed.

History of Rastafarianism
by Crispin Sartwell
Jamaica itself, like Haiti, has a long, distinguished history of
political rebellion mixed with religious elements (Cudjoe and Sam
Sharpe must be mentioned here). The island is particularly suited
to these developments: settled and planted along the coasts, it
has a relatively huge, inaccessible, mountainous interior, and
bands of escaped maroons settled there very early.

The Pan-Africanist movement of the late nineteenth century was
explicit in Jamaica, which had a Pan-Africanist organization and
newspaper by 1895, led by Robert Love. A number of Jamaican
street preachers of the time mixed metaphors of the return with
Christianity and Judaism, and particularly drew the attention of

their followers to references to Ethiopia in the old testament. The
most successful of these, by far, was Alexander Bedward, who
led a mass movement both in Jamaica and in Panama (where
many Jamaicans of the time went to find work). He taught black
revolution, and was arrested a number of times. (It is worth
pointing out that at this time and later, similar developments,
with perhaps a slightly more cosmopolitan flavor, took place in
the US: The Moorish Science Temple, for example, and later
the Nation of Islam.) By the time the Jamaican Marcus Mosiah
Garvey’s (he was from St. Ann’s parish, born in 1887) movement
gained steam (1920 or so) Bedward collapsed his movement into
Garvey’s, and took to calling them “Aaron and Moses.”

Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) was
a stunning success all over the black world, particularly in the
United States, and was essentially the first mass movement for
black self-determination. Garvey himself tended toward pomp
and ceremony, and was perhaps not the greatest financial
manager. But in my view he was honest, sincere, and stunningly
effective. He preached back to Africa, and though he used
religious metaphors constantly, he basically taught a kind of
qualified Christianity and tried to stay out of religious disputes.
But he did teach a “black” interpretation of Christianity, focused
especially on Psalm 68: “Princes shall come out of Egypt, and
Ethiopia shall stretch forth his hands to God.” Garvey used the
term “Ethiopia” constantly, using it essentially as a name for
Africa, for the promised land, a heaven from which black folks
had been exiled.

An oral tradition grew up around the teachings of Garvey, one
of which concerned the appearance of a black African messiah,
which Garvey supposedly predicted. Ras Tasfari Makonen was

crowned Emperor of Ethiopia in 1930, and took the title “King
of Kings, Lord of Lords, Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah.”
One might picture the way this was understood in Jamaica.

The Garvey movement itself, however, was in eclipse, and
Marcus had been imprisoned on tax charges in and then exiled
from the US. It is worth saying clearly that Garvey was in
essence a political prisoner. He ended up in England, where he
died in a sad obscurity in 1940*. But a number of preachers in
Jamaica started teaching the divinity of Ras Tafari: these would
include Leonard Howell (who had been a Garveyite), Archibald
Dunkley (who preached the coming apocalypse), Joseph
Hibbert, and Robert Hinds. They made use of a number of more
or less apocryphal scriptures, including the Holy Piby of Robert
Athlyi Rogers. Meanwhile, Mussolini attacked Ethiopia in 1935,
and resistance took on the urgency of a holy war in the African
Caribbean, with some men even volunteering to go fight in
Africa.

Helené Lee, in her amazing book (perhaps the first real
revelation of the origins of Rastafarianism) The First Rasta
traces the moment the whole thing began very specifically to
the moment, early in 1933, when Howell, who had established a
personal friendship with Garvey, started distributing pictures of
Selassie and teaching his divinity. That is when the Ethiopianism,
black pride, repatriation, and Pan-Africanist teachings merged
into a religious system. Howell, though born and raised in
Jamaica, had been living in Harlem at the height of Garvey’s
influence, and the two apparently became friends in Kingston
after Garvey’s exile.

Lee also emphasized South Asian influences in Rastafarianism,
due in part no doubt to a pretty large immigrant population in
Jamaica. But India is the source of the ganja, and perhaps of the
dreadlocks: similar grooming lapses are typical of Indian holy
men in a variety of sects. There are also possibly elements of
Hinduism in Rasta ceremony.

Sensational newspaper accounts in 1935 described a supposed
black organization called “Nyahbingi” (“death to whites”)
emerging from the Congo and headed by Haile Selassie. It
was some sort of crazed white conspiracy theory (specifically
Italian propaganda), but was accepted in some form by many
blacks, who took it as a sign of the coming race war and
perhaps of the apocalypse. Howell, who had been arrested for
teaching sedition, was freed, and by 1940 had established a
rural commune outside Kingston called the Pinnacle, which was
modeled after Maroon communities during slavery, and perhaps
ultimately on African village life. Up to 1,500 people may have
lived there at its height. They cultivated marijuana on a large
scale and funded themselves by its sale, and probably began its
employment in ritual contexts.

The commune was broken up and Howell arrested, but the
Pinnacle was later re-established. A kind of reformation took
place in the early fifties, in which a number of aspects we
associate with Rastafarianism were established, including
dreadlocks and Ital, the dietary strictures under which Rastas
operate. These should probably be considered attempts to
live simply and naturally, in connection to the land and outside
polluting white cultural influences. The preaching centrally
included the idea of “Babylon,” the power structure that had

yanked people from Africa and enslaved them, and still ran
the Western world, including Jamaica. From the beginning, of
course, there had been a variety of essentially Jewish imagery:
of the “Zion” opposed to Babylon, the Twelve Tribes of Israel,
and so on. And Rastafarian movement was from the beginning
millennial, and predicted the destruction of Babylon at the hands
of an angry god, and the redemption of his chosen. Eventually,
the Pinnacle was busted again, and the dreads who remained
free spread the word in Kingston particularly in the Back-o-Wall
neighborhood, from which so many Rastas and reggae artists
have emerged. Howell died, probably in a mental hospital (where
the Jamaican government, like the Soviets, had a policy of
placing dissidents), in the 60s.

Count Ossie is a key figure in a number of respects. He led a
kind of study/community center in East Kingston in the fifties
and sixties. This was associated with the “beards” (as opposed
to the younger “dreads” of West Kingston). Ossie essentially
invented Rasta ceremonial drumming, and was a serious
influence on Jamaican music of all kinds, providing rhythms
under some of the earliest ska recordings. The basic association
of Rastafarianism and music was established by him.

Selassie was to some extent aware of this movement and
by the late fifties had promised some land to repatriated
Jamaicans (“Shashamone”). In 1958 the Rastas held a universal
“grounation” or nyahbingi: evidently they had begun to think of
themselves as a considerable and unified movement: people
came from all over Jamaica. Leaders in attendance included
Prince Edward Emanuel and Claudius Henry. The symbology
of the movement was used in Jamaican electoral politics,
and Garvey’s remains were brought to Jamaica in 1964.

Selassie visited Jamaica in 1966, an event of extraordinary
religious significance to Rastas: indeed Rita Marley reports
seeing stigmata on his hands as he waved to a crowd from a
motorcade. By that time there were Rasta communities all over
Jamaica.

Rastafarianism was carried to the world under the auspices of
reggae music, and small Rasta movements were established
almost everywhere that Bob Marley played on his world tours
and elsewhere, including London, New York, various places in
Africa, and even, apparently, among the Hopi of Arizona, the
Maori of New Zealand, aboriginal Australians, and in Nepal.
There are even white Rastas here and there. Rasta color
schemes, hairstyles, ganja, and music have been fads all over
the world at one time or another. It is truly a world religious
movement, and though it apparently lost its God in 1975 with
the death of Selassie, such contretemps have been overcome
by religions before. Some Rastas confidently predicted the
apocalypse for 1977 (as told in Culture’s song “Two Sevens
Clash”), and then again in the early eighties. Meanwhile it is
well on the way to adding Marley to the pantheon of Garvey and
Selassie.

In my own view, which is that of a white American, er, intellectual,
Rastafarianism could use a bit more philosophy or theology:
I’d like people to tackle some of the history and conceptual
difficulties in a general way. I don’t think that the idea that
Selassie is God is any less plausible than Jesus, Odin, Allah etc.,
but some work is in order. Maybe it’s out there, actually, but if so
I don’t know it.

*Publishers Note —It is debatable whether Marcus Garvey died in
“sad obscurity” as Mr. Sartwell writes. The New York Times said “he
sank into obscurity”in their obituarity about him on June 12, 1940
but anyone who has their obituary published in that newspaper is not
“obscure” and Mr. Garvey’s life influenced millions. It was a speech
by Garvey that inspired Bob Marley to write in Redemption Song,
“Emancipate yourself from mental slavery...none but ourselves can free
our minds.”

Artists A - C
Admiral Tibet

1960 to current
Born in Freehill, Saint Mary, Jamaica
Born Kenneth Allen, Admiral Tibet is known for his lyrics which
speak of culture, Rastafari, and politics. Visit his Myspace and
Facebook pages.

Serious Times featuring Shabba Ranks
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
This song is about living life now, in this century and in Jamaica
and other “dangerous” places. Serious times because of our
responsibility to help humankind. This dedication requires trust
in Jah, “It’s only in the Father that I put my trust.” Everyone’s in a
rush. What is important to your life?

Leave People Business featuring Beenie Man
Culture, Family/Friends
Just what it sounds like, this song is about staying out of other
people’s business.

Aidonia

1981 to current
Originally from Red Hills Road area, Kingston Jamaica
Aidonia, dancehall artist and owner of J.O.P., Jag One
Productions. Visit Aidonia’s Myspace and Facebook pages.

Caribbean Girls
Culture, Dance, Love/Romance/Sex
This song is in celebration of Caribbean Girls and you can
imagine hot dancehall moves mimicking sex if we had the video
linked in. There is a “clean” and explicit version on iTunes. We
connect to the “clean” version.

Wine Yuh Body
Culture, Dance, Love/Romance/Sex
This song is about sexy dancing: “dutty wine” or “wine” dancing
involving rotating movements of the head. Wine dancing is
popular at dancehall parties.

AJ Brown

1957 to current
Ocho Rios, Jamaica
According to the Jamaica Gleaner, “AJ Brown ranks among
Jamaica’s greatest vocal talents.” Besides an impressive
discography, his voice has been featured in commercials and
movies. Visit AJ’s Myspace or Facebook page. A biography
about AJ is found at Sonicbirds.

Father Friend
God/Jah
A tribute to God/Jah—“My Father, My Friend, When the road of

life seems rough and rocky you were there for me....you’ll always
be my father my friend...my God my guide.”

Alaine

1978 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, “Alaine Laughton, known by her first
name, is a reggae singer and songwriter. She was born in New
Jersey, but moved to Jamaica at the age of three.” Visit Alaine’s
Myspace or Facebook page.

Bye, Bye, Bye
Happiness, Positive Vibes
“Nah worry nor sigh, can’t conquer I.” She sings about waving
her troubles good bye and trusting in Jah. “Give thanks for life
with a grateful heart...forget the things from the past that make I
frown.” This song is from the Cardic Strings Riddim CD which is
a great compilation of songs.

Alborosie

1977 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, “Alberto D’Ascola, better known by his
stage name Alborosie, is an Italian reggae artist. Born and raised
in Marsala, Sicily, Italy, but now residing in Kingston, Jamaica.”
Visit to Alborosie’s Facebook page or his official page.
Don’t Want to Let You Go featuring Nikie Burt

Love/Romance/Sex
A love song featuring a duet between Alborosie and Nikie Burt.
She sings that she gave her love to someone else but doesn’t
want to let him go, and he sings that he loves her and is waiting
for her call.

Alton Ellis

1938 to 2008
Trench Town, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, Alton Ellis was “one of the innovators of
rocksteady music” and a major influence on dancehall, reggae
and hip hop. Visit his Myspace page.

Get Ready RockSteady
Dance, Good Vibes
A classic upbeat, happy song. As the lyrics say: “You got to do
this new dance,...You got to do it just like uncle Freddy ...Shake
your head, rock your bodyline, shake your shoulders, ev’rything
is fine.”

Anthony B

1976 to current
Clark’s Town, Jamaica
As the biography on Anthony B’s official website says, “In 1992,
Anthony B left his hometown and set out to make his fateful
mark on Kingston’s music scene. He rebuked the trend of girl
and gun lyrics popular at that time and remained faithful to words
of spiritual consciousness and social conviction.” Anthony B

is bringing his message to an international audience. Visit his
Myspace page.

Raid The Barn
Culture, Rastafari, Jah
The lyrics to this song say, “Nobody wannu plant the corn,
everybody want to raid the barn... Dem never realise with a little
cooperation wi coulda unify relieve the frustration... Doing my
part, oooowi dis is my comfort. I know there is a reward for every
trying man who walk this land with an intention to do good for
hiself and everyman.” The song says many people don’t want to
do the work but they want to enjoy the fruits of the work (raid the
barn). Anthony B encourages people to do good and trust in Jah.

Assassin

1982 to current
Kintyre, St. Andrew, Jamaica
Assassin, sometimes known as Agent Sasco, is a Jamaican
dancehall DJ. During a 2007 interview with the Jamaica
Observer he said, regarding the dancehall industry, “The man
dem need fe realise that dem is part of something great, and
stop the ‘bad mind.’ Jamaica is just a dot on the map, and our
music is so world renown that it is scary if you think about it. We
are blessed to have this music and the industry needs to more
acknowledge and treat it as such.” Visit Assassin’s Myspace
page.

Idiot Thing Dat
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/ Crime

This popular song from his Infiltration album is about the plight
of people trying to get up in the world. His lyrics say, “Well di
system design fi di poor man don’t stand a chance...Fi send
all yute a school mama haffi spend every cent wha she have
and Mama yute lef School qualify, but still caan get a job.” [yute
means “youth”]. Good dance song too.

Nothing At All
Culture, Positive Vibes
In this popular song, Assassin says that “we ears dem lock off
when evil talk to we...Nothing at all dem can do we.” People are
in charge of their own minds and are not lambs (mutton) to be
led to slaughter. We lock our ears and no one can harm us.

Baby Wayne

1968 to 2005
Kingston, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, Baby Wayne was a Jamaican dancehall
artist known for his “conscientious lyrics.” He died at the young
age of 37 of pneumonia in Kingston.

Money Friend featuring Leroy Smart
Culture, Family/Friends, Money/Cash
Baby Wayne sings about friends that are around because they
want cash: “Some is just a money friend.” He says “Life in the
ghetto its not easy when you have money know who to give it...
So when you make it try don’t get broke.” Good advice for all.

Barrington Levy

1964 to current
Clarendon, Jamaica
According to his official website, Barrington Levy is, “One of the
great success stories of the 80s, [he] arrived on the dancehall
scene and swiftly remodeled it in his own image. Although
numerous DJs and vocalists would rise and fall during this
decade, Levy was one of the few with staying power, and he
continued releasing massive hits well into the 90s. Born in
Kingston, Jamaica, as a youngster, Barrington Levy formed
the Mighty Multitude with his cousin Everton Dacres.” Visit his
official page to get information about his tour schedule.

Vice Versa Love
Culture, God/Jah, Happiness
A beautiful ballad with piano accompaniment asking people to
love each other and practice “vice versa love.” He says, “Please
give a helping hand oh Jah to guide all of us together...What we
need is love that what we need.”

Bascom X

Portmore, Jamaica
Last.FM writes, “Bascom X was born in Tivoli Gardens, Jamaica,
on August 30th. Bascom X discovered his passion for music
at an early age. Starting out as a DJ, this artist got his first big
break while venturing out ‘in the streets’ with his friend and area
deejay Frisco Kid. “Lonely Girl” became a hit for him in 2004.
Visit him on Facebook.

Lonely Girl
Love/Romance/Sex
A pretty love song, he sings, “Who do you think of when you’re
lonely. Is it me you’re thinkin of when your lonely (I thought you
already know dat).”

Beres Hammond

1955 to current
Annotto Bay, Saint Mary, Jamaica
Beres Hammond is one of the best known Jamaican singers
with a career spanning several decades. According to Wikipedia,
Beres Hammond “is a reggae singer known in particular for his
romantic lovers rock and soulful voice. While his career began
in the 1970s, he reached his greatest success in the 1990s.” His
“One Love, One Life” CD topped the Reggae Billboard chart in
December 2012. He is a major influence on many upcoming
artists. Visit his Facebook or Myspace pages.

Sweet Lies
Love/Romance/Sex
He sings to a woman he loved but she rejected him for a guy that
told sweet lies. The chorus says, “You fell for one a them sweet
lies the ones you don’t want to believe in, when your heart’s not
hearing what your brain is saying and you’re weak in the knees.
Another sweet lie the kind you don’t want to believe, when the
heart’s in doubt you got to stay out.”

Not For Sale
Love/Romance/Sex
The woman can’t be bought, thank you for the gift of life you
brought. “Beauty is in every move you make...show off your
dignity.” “Women you rise when all others fail.”

Warriors Don’t Cry
Culture, Rastafari, Family/Friends
This song is about believing in yourself, being a warrior. It could
be about being a Rasta too. He says, “either you’re in or your
out, gotta know what you are all about. Be bold and strong.”
Good advice about standing out from the masses, and he says,
“So don’t watch the crowd, their duty is to be loud. Believe in
what you’re doing and feel proud.”

I’m Missing You
Love/Romance/Sex
This tender love song is about missing your lover. He says, “This
morning the sun came right through my window. I reminisced
about you, yes, how could you do this? I’m so used to having
you reaching over and holding me, yeah, say good morning
and tell me you love me and share an early laughter...Last night
the rain came and I counted every rain drop...I miss you, I’m
speaking from my heart girl.”

Bitty McLean

1972 to current
Birmingham, England

The Wikipedia biography says that Bitty was so named because
of his small stature and that he is a British/Jamaican reggae,
lovers rock, and ragga musician.
Walk Away From Love Featuring Sly & Robbie Live Tokyo
Love/Romance/Sex
This song is about a guy that doesn’t want his heart broken, and
he’s convinced the girl is going to break his heart. He says, “So
I’m leaving, this time I played it smart. I’m gonna walk away from
love before love breaks my heart.”

Blak Ryno

1984 to current
Portmore, Jamaica
According to a biography about Jamaican dancehall DJ, Blak
Ryno on RRRMusic.com, he made the decision early on to
pursue a career in music and strategically aligned himself with
Vybz Kartel and his “Portmore Empire” then broke away. The
writer says, “Ryno has grown mentally in the industry and keeps
staying on the positive side and moving away the negative
vybes.” Visit Blak Ryno’s Facebook page.

Take Control
Culture, Jah/God, Positive Vibes
Blak Ryno sings about being in charge of his life with the help of
Jah: “Take control, Jah Jah Yuh fi take control I was born by the
rivers of Jordan not gonna lose my soul.”

See You Again
Family/Friends
A sweet song about losing people we love: “God I wish I coulda
see you again.” The chorus says: “Condolence goes out to all a
those who lost a family or a friend, or a friend. If you lost a friend
you lost a friend hmmm. You lost a family eh, or a relative eeh or
a friend, or a friend. (See you again) one life you have to live. So
live it the best you can, and always memba a man is just a man.”

Achieve the Dolla Coin
Money/Cash, Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/Crime
This song is about the reality of being a black man in the ghetto
and the jealousy and badmind that people experience in true life
and everyday living. He says, “Everybody hunt for money. Black
man nuh like when black man rise an achieve. Di dollar coin di
dime...money on my mind.”

Bob Marley

1945 to 1981
Nine Mile, Jamaica
Nesta Robert Marley OM [Order of Merit, a Jamaican honor],
more widely and commonly known as Bob Marley, was
the undisputed king of reggae, loved throughout the world,
considered a prophet and social advocate who gained fame as
a singer-songwriter and musician. He was the rhythm guitarist
and lead singer for the ska, rocksteady, and reggae bands
The Wailers and Bob Marley & The Wailers.” Jamaica’s great
ambassador exposed people to Rastafari through his music and
personal choices. He died tragically of cancer at the young age
of 36 years old. Visit his official website with links to the Rita
Marley Foundation and other Marley family ventures and music.

So Much Trouble In The World
Politics, Nature/Earth
The song says: “So much trouble in the world...Bless my eyes
this morning, Jah sun is on the rise once again. The way earthly
thin’s are goin’ anything can happen... Now they sitting on a
time bomb; Now I know the time has come: What goes on up is
coming on down, Goes around and comes around.”

Bounty Killer

1972 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Wikipedia says, “Bounty Killer is a Grammy-nominated Jamaican
reggae and dancehall DJ.” When he was shot at an early age by
a bullet during a gang gunfight he decided on his name. Bounty
Killer has created music with international stars and inspired
many Jamaican artists. He has often sparked controversy and
his lyrics are sometimes explicit. Visit his Facebook page and
Myspace page.

Fed Up
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/Crime, Rastafari
He opens the song: “Well this one reaching out to all the leaders,
and the media, Well this is Rodney Price aka Bounty Killer, The
leader for Poor People Government.” The songs’ chorus says,
“Well poor people fed up to how yuh system sheg up [messed
up]. Yuh issue gun fi wi pickney [children’s] bus. Poor people fed
up to how yuh system sheg up. Well everyday the ghetto youths

dead up.” The song refers to the politicians of the day and the
various inhumane and dangerous things that are thrust upon
people such as polluted sewage water. He uses the language of
Rastafari to make his points.

Brian & Tony Gold

Kingston, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, “Brian and Tony Gold are a Jamaican
dancehall duo, who teamed up in the mid 1980s to participate
in Kingston talent shows. They were noted for having close and
subtle harmonies.” Visit their Myspace page and Facebook
page.

My Baby
Love/Romance/Sex
A sweet love about a guy who screwed up. He says, “I left my
baby behind, not even a rose for her valentine. Hope everything
will be fine and when I get home my baby will still be mine...
Ohhh I was such a fool.”

Bryan Art

Saint Ann, Jamaica
Reggae Release says that Bryan “became cofounder and
bandleader of Bushman’s backing band Grass Roots with whom
he did tours of several countries. When he wasn’t touring, Bryan
Art was either teaching classroom music or pursuing his longtime
dream of singing. He also wrote songs for artists such as George
Nooks, Singing Melody, Bushman, Luciano, and Etana.” Bryan

went to the Edna Manley School of Visual and Performing Arts.
Visit Bryan’s Facebook page and Myspace page.

Murder Dem A Play featuring Queen ifrika
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/Crime
Bryan’s sweet voice that plays off of Queen Ifrika’s clear vocals.
He talks about begging his friend to put a gun down and then
his wife becomes a widow with two young children. The violence
faced by poor people is uncontrollable—they are playing with
murder. She says, “Oops there go the cops again. Another body
lies breathless in the streets, could be family or a friend.”

Buju Banton

1973 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Grammy award winner Buju Banton is serving a 10-year prison
term in Florida on cocaine conspiracy and trafficking charges.
Arrested in 2009 many think he was setup by a police snitch and
one court case has already resulted in a mistrial. As of December
2012, his attorneys have filed for a second mistrial. Banton has
huge support from his fan base. According to Last.FM, he was
born in a neighborhood near Kingston called Salt Lane. Banton’s
songs demonstrate his love of reggae and dancehall and since
converting to the Rastafari faith have become more conscious.
Follow him on Facebook and/or Myspace.

Murderer
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/Crime

Banton is a prolific poet. Consider some of the lyrics to this
song: “Murderer! Your insides must be hollow. How does it feel
to take the life of another? Yes, you can hide from man but not
your conscience. You eat the bread of sorrow. Drink the wine of
violence. Allowed yourself to be conquered by the serpent. Why
did you disobey the first commandment. Walk through the valley
I fear no pestilence. God is my witness and He is my evidence.
Lift up my eyes from wenth commeth help. You will never escape
this judgement.”

Commitment
Culture, Love/Romance/Sex
This song is about loving two women. The man loves them both
and won’t desert his family for his lover “Loving you and she. I
don’t know what it is but I need another one of me. They all say
I’ve got to make my mind up soon.”

Friends For Life
Family/Friends
This is a song about real friends, ones that stay with you through
it all for love, not money friends. He sings, “Now if you fall I’ll
answer your call. Through rain or storm I’ll keep you warm.
Really a friend now untill the end now. Never let you down, down
down.”

All Will Be Fine
Jah/God, Happiness, Good Vibes
You’ll want to listen to this song when the day is not going well
and you feel like giving up. He says, “Today you’re down comes

tomorrow, chances of rising again seems hollow. Doubt may be
in your mind oh oh give it time and all will be fine...Seem you
cannot make it but you can. Though the road maybe winding and
long. Our feet might get weary but not our minds—we will find
light in the darkest of times.”

Bonafide Love featuring Wayne Wonder
Love/Romance/Sex
This song is based on the Movie Star Riddim. It’s fun and got a
tune you will probably hum for days. Wayne starts singing, “You
may not be a movie star, you may not drive a big, fast car but
I love you in everyway... I don’t know why.” Then Banton says,
“Woman yuh may not be wealthy nah drive a fast car but mi nah
go leff yuh out cau we a come from far. Yuh memba when mi
only have mi one arrow shirt and yuh a model wid mi inna yuh
tight up skirt.” It’s a love song celebrating a fine woman.

Burning Spear

1945 to current
New York, NY
According to Wikipedia, Burning Spear, originally named Winston
Rodney, OD [Order of Distinction, a Jamaican honor], has won
two Grammy Awards and has been nominated for 12 Grammys.
One of the great Reggae artists, his career has now spanned
35 years. He was greatly influenced by Marcus Garvey and Bob
Marley who was influential in getting him started in the music
business. The biography on his web page says: “His life has
inspired people on numerous continents. Since the beginning,
his songs have implored listeners to fight oppression in all its
forms, to work at improving their own condition and to consider
the social impact of their actions.” Visit Burning Spear’s official

page or his Facebook page.

Marcus Gavey
Culture, Rastafari, Politics
Marcus Garvey is a hero to the Jamaican and Rastafari
communities, and honored throughout the world for his work
and vision. In his own life he suffered greatly but inspired many
movements including the Nation of Islam and Rastafari. Burning
Spear sings about the great man in this song, “Marcus Garvey’s
words come to pass, can’t get no food to eat. Can’t get no
money to spend...Come, little one and let me do what I can do
for you and you and you alone.”

Bushman

1973 to current
Born in Spring Garden, Jamaica
Read Bushman’s Myspace page for a insightful biography of the
talent born as Dwight Duncan, then Junior Melody, and finally
Bushman. Raised as a Rastafari since the age of two, Bushman
traveled a hard road to accomplish his dreams. He’s very active
on his Facebook page and you can get the latest news and
videos about him there.

Fire Pon A Weak Heart
Culture, Politics, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/ Crime
The song is about oppression and colonialism, past and present.
The lyrics say, “They work us for so long on dem plantation and
mi neva get pay. Our gold they stole away. How many life dem
slay...You and your crook can go to hell. For after we nuh under
your colonial spell and all those false doctrins that you compel

and all those books you stole away all those kids you led astray.
Wait till your judgement day.” Another verse says, “Ghetto youths
mi a beg you be wise cause pirates they will strike by night...
careful of what you sign cause some things get you victimized.”
Bushman’s fire burns a weak heart “and dem free talk could a
neva get me down an though they try to use me and abuse me a
leave dem wid a frown.”

Too Much Violence
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/ Crime
From It’s Raining Riddim, Bushman sings “so many killings going
on every day, innocent people that be in the way...I have seen
the light and I’m no longer blind.” A song about the culture of
violence and a passionate plea to stop.

Arms Of A Woman
Love/Romance/Sex
In this sweet love song, Bushman sings about the woman he
loves. He says, “Everytime, you are on my mind. This is a love
I searched to find. It wakes me up so early in the morning...I
want to be wrapped up in the arms of a woman. Nubian woman,
African woman. There’s no one in the world can take you away
from me. You were meant for me and that’s how it’s going to be.”

Capleton

1967 to current
Saint Mary, Jamaica
Reggae and dancehall performer, Capleton went to Kingston at

18 to begin his career. According to Wikipedia, he now prefers
to be called ‘King Shango’ instead of Capleton rejecting the
European name for one of African origin. He’s also called ‘The
Fireman’ and ‘The Prophet.’ His music has evolved since 1989
to reflect his dedication to Rastafari and his political awareness.
Wikipedia quotes him as saying that he’s a vegan. On his
official website the biography by Rob Kenner quotes Capleton
extensively about his world view and vision for the future,
calling his lyrics “deep, precise, and thoughtful.” The Capleton
Facebook fan page has outstanding photography and provoking
discussions.

Small World - That Day Will Come
Culture, Good Vibes
Capelton starts the song “Equal rights and justice for all.” This
song is very impactful he says “That day will come, when I shall
stand and see all those wicked men and the fyah gettin bun.
That day will come, when they will try to escape and there will
be nowhere to run. That day will come, when I shall see, they
hand in all the bombs and bayonets and bullets and guns. That
day will come, when Emperor Selassie I shall rise di whole a di
ghetto yute dem from outta di slum.” The sub chorus: “Who do
you think you are, we’re living in a small world. As wicked as you
think you are, we’re living in a small world. As slick as you think
you are, we’re living in a small world.”

Acres
Marijuana, Culture
This song is about legalizing marijuana and the violence
that “Babylon” and the establishment reap upon people by

burning the fields and killing the growers. He has many political
references as well. He says, “We plantin acres and acres. So
me tell di youth and seh fi plant up di whole a Jamaica, acres
and acres. Let me hear it for di reapers and di buyers, and the
cultivators, acres and acres. Love inna me heart fi de weed, me
haffi bun di haters, acres and acres. We spell it with a G-A-N and
call it ganjahmaica.”

Raggy Road
Culture, Jah
Raggy Road is sung on top of the Satta Massagana Riddim
which is translated by some to mean “give thanks, to meditate or
rejoice.” The song is about being a righteous person in wicked
times. It contrasts the person that follows the ways of Babylon
rather than someone with “right living.” The Rastafari live in
alignment with goodness. From the song lyrics: “Well, it’s a raggy
road. Road is so rough. Raggy road. Road is so tough.”

Chuck Fenda

1972 to current
Born in Brooklyn, New York and raised in Jamaica
Chuck Fendian is an American reggae musician and DJ.
Wikipedia says he is also known as “The Living Fire,” and “Poor
People Defender.” Visit his Myspace page.

Coming Over Tonight featuring Cherine Anderson
Love/Romance/Sex
Love song with great brass. Fenda sings a duet with Cherine,
“Are you coming over tonight I’m feeling lonely. I want to hold

you in my arms, girl I just want to treat you right...We don’t need
no diamonds and pearls, I just want to love you girl.”

Cherine Anderson

1984 to current
East Kingston, Jamaica
Cherine Anderson is an actress and singer. She starred in the
movies One Love with Ky-Mani Marley and in Dancehall Queen.
She was formerly trained in dance, ballet and contemporary
African dancing. Active in her church, she attended college in
Vermont in the US. She tours actively with international artists
and won acclaimed for her video direction and performance
in Kingston State of Mind. Her hit Haffi Come Back debuted in
summer of 2012. Visit her official website or her Facebook
page. She’s active on her FB page.

You And Me Against The World
Love/Romance/Sex, Family/Friends
The song is about a woman and her angst over her lover;
wondering if she should believe the people who talk against
her man. But she loves him and knows he’s right for her. She
captures what it’s like to be in love. A sample of the lyrics: “You
say you need me, you adore me. You’ve never ever had a
woman who was like me. I’m the soldier guarding the door to
your heart.”

Chevaughn

1960 to current
Montego Bay, Jamaica

According to the Jamaican Online Star Chevaughn is from a
musical family and has been singing since the age of 4. In 1997
he won the prestigious Tastee Talent Competition. In the same
article, he said, “I realised that my purpose on this Earth was
to do music, I always saw myself in the middle of a huge stage
with blue lights shining on me. So I see myself performing on
many more stages and recording more fruitful and substantial
songs that the world will love and survive on for eternity.” Visit
Chevaughn’s Facebook page.
Gimme That Love
Love/Romance/Sex
This love song is about a guy that likes a girl and he knows she
likes him too. It’s a sexy, happy song and Chevaughn’s voice
is smooth as silk. The song has layers of his sweet singing. He
says “Give me your heart and I won’t play no games...You’re
safe with me...I see you staring when I look at you. I see you
undecided. Gimme your love don’t fight it...I saw you there, you
in all your glory... My feelings won’t change even if you’re far
away. I know you like me and I like you too so don’t be afraid,
afraid to say it...I see you staring when I look at you and I see
you undecided, gimme that love don’t fight it...You put me on
a cloud and I don’t ever want to come down...Your beauty it
surrounds.”

Chezidek

1973 to current
St. Ann’s Bay, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, Chezidek was involved in music singing
and as a member of the St. Ann’s Marching Band as a youngster.
He worked with record producers Phillip ‘Fattis’ Burrell from
Xterminiator Productions and Hugh Miller “Bunny Dan.” He is an

active performer at many events in Jamaica. Check him out on
his Facebook or Myspace page.

The Way You Live
Culture, Rastafari
The song is based on the World Go Around Riddim. It’s about
karma and “what you sow is what you reap.” He sings, “The way
you live and the good things you do in life, that determine what
tomorrow will be like...Anything can happen, anytime, so stay
in line. ...Love is the foundation show love to all the creatures
of creation. Justice and equality to animals, the trees and
humanity.”

Christopher Martin

1987 to current
St. Catherine, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, Christopher was born on Valentine’s Day
and demonstrated his singing talents early in his life. He won the
Digicel Rising Stars competition in 2005 and this propelled his
career forward to many hits, awards and stage shows in Jamaica
and abroad. According to an article by Cardisa on Hub Pages,
“Christopher’s smooth silky voice is captured in this pop style
reggae dancehall song that appeals to the opposite sex. The
song states that every girl he talks to is fashionable and full of
style. This artiste is worth listening to because he is on his way to
become even a bigger superstar than he is right now. The heat is
on and Christopher Martin is one of the hottest Jamaican artistes
in demand right now. Spicy!” Chris is active on his Facebook
page.

Giving It
Love/Romance/Sex
His voice, a fine instrument, is only part of his charisma; Chris
sings for the ladies. In Giving It he says, “Waking up to the
sunrise with a beautiful lady by my side, wishing our bodies
could collide round two. With you, your body girl I am feigning
make me want to express my feeling, it’s a pity I’m daydreaming
about you. Ooh ohh... giving it to you right, giving it to you all
night (all for you my loving babe).”

Courtney “Yogi” John

1960 to current
Annotto Bay, Jamaica
Courtney John is a Jamaican singer and producer. As a producer
he goes by the name “Yogi,” a childhood nickname inspired by
Yogi Bear on his T-shirt. He started writing songs at a young
age. According to an article in United Reggae.com when asked
about how he got into music, (he is from famous, musical family)
he says, “We give thanks for our artistic vibes. My grandmother
is from the Maroons. She has the real rhythm and things in
her blood. But I have two uncles who are both professional
musicians who were both instrumental in getting me into music.
My uncle Boyu was the one who first brought me to the studio to
record. My other uncle Beres, once I went through that process
of honing my craft, when I got to the States, he introduced me
to the different producers so I could just kind of wet my feet
there! So I kind of took it from there and evolved into my own
personality and vibe.” Visit Courtney John’s Facebook page.

Baby Tonight

Love/Romance/Sex
This love song has a strong bass and tender vocals. He says,
“Baby tonight you call the shots. I’ll make the moves, however
whenever you want me to love you is the sweetest bliss. You got
me wrapped around your finger tips. Ready to please at drop of
a dime. Guaranteed the time of your life. You can count on me.
Everything you need. Nothing but smooth sailing girl. Anything
that you want from me is my delight tonight.”

Artists D - F
Damian Marley

1978 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Damian Marley also known as “Jr. Gong” is the youngest son of
Bob Marlely and three time Grammy Award winning artist. His
mother, Cindy Breakspeare, is a Jamaican jazz musician, former
model and was crowned Miss World 1976 Marley has been in
the music business since he was a child. He is a Rastafarian
and his music reflects both his beliefs and the Rastafari guiding
principles of one love, one planet, and freedom for all nations.
He has a son Elijah...While he travels and tours the better part of
the year, his home base is split between Kingston, Jamaica and
Miami, Florida in the United States of America.” Visit Damian’s
Facebook page

It Was Written (Book of LIfe) Featuring Stephen Marley
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
The song expresses eternal truths from the perspective of a
Rastafari. Several versions are available with Capleton, DragOn and Stephen Marley singing. The link here goes to the live
version from the Reggae on the River Live. A sample of the
lyrics: “Well did you know the pen Is stronger than di knife. And
they can kill you once, but they can’t kill you twice... The truth is
crying out and it’s so loud and so clear, but most people won’t
even hear. Spiritual pollution is in the atmosphere and with so
much confusion, can one be happy here? The gift of Rastafari is
for all man to share.”

Africa Must Wake Up Featuring NAS
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah

Every history teacher in the U.S. should play this song for
their classes. Written by American rapper NAS, “Africa Must
Wake Up” celebrates the illustrious history of Africa—the
heart of civilization from which humans emerged. The album
Distant Relatives teaches just that: we are all one family. The
song says, “We’re all distant relatives, no matter where you
from, where you live, how near or far—Africa, China, Japan,
Afghanistan, Israel, we’re all family, we’re all distant relatives.
So that’s why we came together. One of the reasons why myself
and Damian came together ‘cause we all come from one place,
and that’s Africa. That’s right, you too, and you. The whole world!
We’re all family, we’re just spread out all over the place, so to all
my distant relatives, let’s take it back home!”

Danny English

1976 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Danny English is a dancehall singer who started his career in
1995. He has been featured in videos and music productions
with numerous Jamaican and international artists such as Vbyz
Kartel, Elephant Man, Capleton and others. See a list of his
music, vinyl, CD, and digital at Discogs.

Party Time Featuring Egg Nog
Dance, Good Vibes
Fun dance song, everyone knows it in Jamaica. A sample of the
lyrics: “You can meet me at the party (Ah ah ah). You can bring
your shorty [chick, girl]. But we’ll be rollin in the Audi, parties goin
all night long... Big show it a party everybody hotty. Even got
my thuggy thuggies and all of my shorties. It’s a platinum party
dat one yah caan pass me. Champagne poppin people chattin
everybody hotty.”

Inna Dem Face
Culture, Friends/Family
This song from the Emergency Riddim by State-Us Records,
is about evil people, some in power and some just in the world.
He’s telling them off. Danny sings, “Well I’m a living in a world of
riches, stiches and witches...Their judgement wicked, their life
insipid...I’m stepping on their face...messing on their face.”

Da’Ville

Unknown to current
Kingston, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, Da’Ville - “Orville Thomas was the
first child of Jah Thomas and Cleopatra Wright. He was raised
primarily by his grandmother Ms. Feama who instilled in him
the principles of education and religion. She was a strict
disciplinarian, who ensured that Da’Ville attended church and
sang in the church choir. As a teenager, he continued to sing in
the St. Peter Claver Church choir and performed in local school
functions.” Da’Ville has had much success in Jamaica, Japan
and the United States. Visit his official website or Facebook
page.

Tonight Is Yours
Love/Romance/Sex
A sexy song about a lovers reunion after time away. He says, “I
can’t remember the last time I spent quality time with you. But
because of my lifestyle it keeps me away from you. So tonight

I’m dedicating all my time for you. Baby your body is yearning girl
I know my love has been overdue. So don’t you worry my love,
tonight is yours...I hear your body calling me. You want me to
take you to ecstasy.”

Dennis Brown

1957 to 1999
Kingston, Jamaica
Called the “Crown Prince of Reggae,” Dennis Brown was an
internationally respected singer. Wikipedia states, “During his
prolific career, which began in the late 1960s when he was age
eleven, he recorded more than 75 albums and was one of the
major stars of lovers rock, a subgenre of reggae. He is quoted
as saying, “When I write a song I try to follow Joseph’s way—
deliverance through vision...I want to be a shepherd in my work,
teaching and learning, really singing so much. I don’t want to
sing and not live it. I must live it. If I can sing songs that people
can watch me living, then they can take my work.” Check out his
music library at Discogs.

For You
Love/Romance/Sex
Every lovers’ playlist should have a number of Dennis Brown’s
songs. In this sweet ballad he sings, “For you there is no
mountain I wouldn’t climb...I’d turn the hands of time for you..
for you I’ll be there all the time...I’ll be there when you cry to dry
your eyes, keep you warm, shelter you from the storm...I’ll be
standing tall for you.”

Inseparable
Love/Romance/Sex
“Inseparable” is another tender love song. Dennis sings, “You
gave me new meaning to my life. You are forever here with me.
Inseparable we are...Right here in my heart you always stay.
Inseparable we are...So much excitement when you are around.
There’s so much about you that words cannot say. It makes me
want to love you in a special way.”

Little Green Apples
Love/Romance/Sex, Family/Friends
Dennis Brown does a cover of the Bobby Russell song, “And I
wake up in the mornin, with my hair down in my eyes and she
says ‘Hi.’ And I stumble to the breakfast table while the kids are
goin’ off to school goodbye. She reaches out ‘n’ takes my hand
and squeezes it ‘n’ says ‘How ya feelin, hon?’ And I look across
at smilin’ lips that warm my heart and see my mornin’ sun. And
if that’s not lovin’ me then all I’ve got to say; Jah didn’t make
the little green apples and it don’t rain in Indianapolis in the
summertime...When myself is feeling low I think about your face
a glow and ease my mind.”

Love Has Found Its Way
Love/Romance/Sex
A song about love finding your true love. He sings, “Love has
found its way in our hearts today...When your love is beautiful
there’s nothing, nothing that can go wrong. When two hearts
beat together it’s like an everlasting song... The moon shines
bright over yonder and it makes me feel so fine. I’m so thankful,
so thankful baby that Jah has made you mine.”

Desmond Dekker

1941 to 2006
Kingston, Jamaica
Desmond Dekker was a Jamaican ska, rocksteady, and reggae
singer-songwriter and musician. According to Wikipedia, “From
a very young age Dekker would regularly attend the local church
with his grandmother and aunt. This early religious upbringing as
well as his enjoyment of singing hymns led to a lifelong religious
commitment... [Shanty Town] established Dekker as a rude boy
icon in Jamaica and also became a favourite dance track for the
young working-class men and women of the United Kingdom’s
mod scene.” He died of a heart attack at his home in Thornton
Heath in the London Borough of Croydon, England. Read more
about Desmond Dekker who was very famous for his time at
LastFM.

Shanty Town
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/ Crime
One of Dekker’s biggest hits, “Shanty Town.” Some of the lyrics:
“007, 007 at ocean eleven and now rudeboys have a go wail,
cause them out of jail. Rudeboys cannot fail, cause them must
get bail. Dem a loot, dem a shoot, dem a wail a Shanty Town.
Dem a loot, dem a shoot, dem a wail a Shanty Town. Dem rude
boys out on probation, a Shanty Town. Them a rude when them
come up to town, a Shanty Town.”

Everton Blender
1954 to current
Claredon, Jamaica

Everton Blender is a Jamaican singer, composer, and producer.
The biography on Blender’s Myspace page says Blender is one
of the few Jamaican singers to truly bridge the gap between the
roots and dancehall reggae styles...[he is] the voice of conscious
dancehall, whose faith has never faltered and whose vision
has never dimmed. The natty dread who lift up your head in
knowledge and awareness in the voice of solidarity, blackness
and strength. Blender has long been an advocate for the down
trodden and disposed, but he is also one of reggae’s most
beloved dancehall artiste. Never straying from the straight and
narrow way, Everton Blender carries on the tradition of the great
voices of Jamaica.” Visit Blender’s official website and his
Facebook fan page.

Coming Harder
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
As his website says, “Blender’s conscious lyrics and danceable
riddims caused him to be recognized as an outstanding cultural
reggae singer along with the likes of Silk and Luciano.” In this hit
song, Blender sings, “Coming harder ain’t looking back, feeling
stronger ready to launch the attack. Do you remember when we
were the cream of the crop? They stole our bible and the carbon
we got... This is the time to live as one, help your brotherman
from out of the slum. It’s no crime if blood haffe run. To liberate
yourself you have to eliminate some.”

Lift Up Your Head
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
Blender sings an empowering song. He says, “Lift up your head
and hold it up high, we know that we’ll win the prize. Life up your
head and hold it up high. We know that we’ll win the prize...Time

gettin’ harder, still we strivin’ for better and we’re not gonna stop
till the battle is won and we get justice. Cause if you lose your
stance, everyone will try to push you over, over and over.”

Ghetto People Song
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
One of Blender’s hits: “Ghetto people song, only them can sing
this one. It’s a song for the poor who’s facing sufferation. It’s a
ghetto people song, only them can sing this one. It’s a song for
the poor who’s facing sufferation...Foul smell in the air, bigger
heads don’t care. Child become sick, the doctor fee too dear. No
school in the hoods no playground like they should. A battlefield
and it don’t look good. Vision of peace seems out of reach. Only
Jah can end the misery, woh yeah.”

Fanton Mojah

1975 to current
Saint Elizabeth, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, Fanton Mojah is a reggae singer and
artist. “He took a job working with a traveling soundsystem,
and performed songs during soundchecks. He adopted the
name Mad Killer, in an homage to one of his favorite artists,
Bounty Killer. After being exposed to the Rastafarian movement
his music began to take on a more positive tone, and he was
encouraged by Capleton to take the name Fantan Mojah...
Fantan Mojah is notable for being one of the new wave of
contemporary reggae singers who prefer to include positive
themes in their lyrics. Like some popular new reggae singers, he
is a Bobo Ashanti. His faith is reflected in his lyrics, where some
recurring themes are: praise for Jah and messages of Rastafari;
positive portrayal of women; and condemnation of ill morals. This

is a contrast to many popular dancehall artists, who encourage
‘slackness’ in their lyrics, with boasts of sexual prowess and
derogatory messages to women.” Visit his Facebook fan page
or his Myspace page to learn about tour dates and new music.

World Peace
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
Ghetto Blues Riddim, World Peace is what we need. Fanton
sings, “Who am I to be so selfish and fight against my brother?
Love is the answer. Love is what we need in these days.”

Faithful

1990 to current
Exchange, Jamaica
Born Aaron Robinson, Faithful has been singing since he was a
boy growing up in the village of Exchange near Ocho Rios. Only
23, he is already a sound engineer, writer and toaster/singer.

Rav Enuf featuring Fureus
Dance, Happiness, Good Vibes
A song about having a good time during the holiday, connecting
and linking up. “This is a holiday linkup. Everybody drink up.
From Kingston to country, happy holidays, holidays. Mi have mi
shorty and mi posse.”

Fureus

1978 to current
Duncans, Jamaica
Producer, dancehall DJ and co-author of this book, Fureus, (born
Richard Gardner) is the owner of State-Us Records in Duncans,
Trelawny. A gifted poet as well as rap composer, his lyrics
reflect his great love of Jamaica and vision for the future and
his realistic connection to what’s happening now to the youth.
During his twenties, Fureus spent time in England returning to
Jamaica in 2009. Since establishing his studio in 2011 he has
been writing and producing music with new artists across the
island. Visit his official website, State-Us Records website, and
Facebook page.

We’re Always Fightin
Politics, Culture
In this song Fureus urges people to “Fight for something worth
fighting for.” Watch the Emergency Riddim Melody Video which
includes shots of We’re Always Fightin.

Cream a the Crop
Politics, Rastafari, Positive Vibes, Ghetto Youth
This song is a cocky tribute to being a Rasta and living right. He
says the only way he’ll be seen with a cop is in cuffs or a girl that
looks rough (that won’t happen). He sings, “Me a the cream a the
crop Rasta like me u naw go see with a cop, gallis like me u naw
go see with a flop, hustler like me naw go see me money stop.
In God we trust any thing after that a Manley and Shearer and
the Queen pon top, no bad behavior and we clean from top and
when me touch the street u cant get realer than that. Cream of
the crop.. The life wa me a live you know is Armageddon, dead
before me mek certain boy be me don. You see me with police
them cuff up me hand. You see me with a gal weh look like a jing

bang. Then somebody sings better than Whitney Houston, and
that won’t happen in my opinion...” Watch the video.

Hot Gyal Tonight with Faithful
Love/Romance/Sex, Happiness, Dance, Positive Vibes
From the Poly-Bag Riddim, “Hot Gyal Tonight” is a song about
appreciating women. Fureus sings, “Me I look to get hot gyal
tonight. the gyal they look good, they gyal they look nice the gyal
they come out in all different type...me can’t look good without a
gyal in my front...me nah look for fight, me nah look for height...
Fureus look for a hot gyal tonight.”

Artists G - J
Garnett Silk

1966 to 1995
Mandeville, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, Garnett Silk was a Jamaican reggae
musician and Rastafari known for his emotive, powerful and
smooth voice. He was a “rising star” but died tragically trying
to save his mother from a fire that started accidentally. Visit
Garnett Silk’s fan page on Facebook to learn more about him.

Commitment
Love/Romance/Sex, Friends/Family
In this song he is singing to a woman with whom he’s having
an affair but reminds her that he is committed to his family. A
sample of the lyrics: “Baby I’m so confused, don’t know what to
do. Baby have I told you things wouldn’t be so easy? I have a
family and they are depending on me. I know you wish there was
no one else. You don’t have to tell me you want me for yourself...
Commitment has got a hold of me. Commitment won’t set me
free.”

Love is the Answer
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
This is a song encouraging people to love each other. He sings,
“I will always do the good I can, war and hatred I can’t stand and
I hope you feel the same way too. The goodness of your works
will carry you through. Do good unto others and Jah will do the
same for you. Give it a try my friend and you’ll prove what I’m
saying is true. Love is the answer, there ain’t no other. Oh love is
the answer, true love of father.”

Gentleman

1975 to current
Cologne, Germany
Gentleman is a reggae singer from Germany. The biography on
his official website says, “At barely 35, Gentleman has made
himself a name as a tireless ambassador of reggae. Indeed,
with masterly albums like Journey To Jah and Confidence, he
has given this genre a new, distinctive profile and the kind of
contemporary relevance which reggae hasn’t had hereabouts
since the days of Bob Marley. Moreover, Gentleman has
long since become an internationally renowned star. He is a
recognised constant in several European countries as well
as South America, Africa and even the US. Wherever he
goes, people appreciate the stage artist’s charisma as much
as his fabulous reggae hymns, dedicated to Consciousness,
Righteousness and Tolerance.” Two songs are featured in this
book with Gentleman and “Richie Stephens” from their 2012 Live
Your Life tour. Visit Gentleman’s Facebook page.

Intoxication
Love/Romance/Sex, God/Jah
A fine song about true love. He sings, “Yes, empress divine,
anytime me look inna your face you make my world a brighter
place. And your majesty and grace a help me through the rat
race. Joy inna your eyes, me nuh see no tears. Love is what you
giving me throughout the years. Every time you need me, I will
be there, my dear, I swear. There is no faking no heartbreaking,
like a volcano, this ya true love is shaking. In tender caring we
are partaking. Woman, me feel, seh big things inna the making.”

Ginjah

1978 to current
St. Catherine’s, Jamaica
Reggae singer Ginjah has had much success in Jamaica,
Europe, Japan, Canada, and the United States. In an interview
by Mr. T. of Reggae-Vibes.com Ginjah said, “All I want to see
is love & unity. Same blood a run thru you, it a run thru me. Oh
heights of partiality, don’t neglect me because of my colour...
All I want to see is love & unity... that’s Ginjah’s device.” Ginjah
got his name from Beres Hammond, the great reggae singer
who helped him in his early career by producing his records
and showcasing him in stage shows. Visit his Myspace and
Facebook pages.

Never Lost My Way
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
This song is about choosing love over hate and money. He says,
“My heart could be bitter, but I choose not to, it’s love I prefer
I could be a murderah! But I see no joy in being a killer. What
makes the world go round? Mi seh love. Some seh money, dem
ah clown. Di truth is there to be found. So let it be known! Never
lost my way. Never turn fool when I reach at the crossroad.
Never lost my way. Never see di hype and get confused. Never
lost my way.”

Gyptian

1983 to current
St. Andrew’s Parish, Jamaica

Reggae singer Gyptian, was born to a Seventh Day Adventist
mother and Rastafari father.” The biography on his official
website said, “Gyptian received his musical calling at the age of
7, when he began singing in the church. Recognizing his Godgiven talent, his parents soon introduced the resistant youngster
to Mr. Wong, a producer from Portmore in St. Catherine. Under
the guidance of Mr. Wong and Earl Chinna Smith, Gyptian
honed his unique sound, winning the 2004 Star Search talent
competition...Nicknamed from his habit of tying a shirt around
his head and twisting his chin hair like an Egyptian pharaoh, the
young, gifted, and conscious singer is very protective of keeping
his sound 100% Gyptian.” Gyptian has had many hits and
received top awards. Follow him on his Facebook page.

I Can Feel Your Pain
Love/Romance/Sex, God/Jah
A beautiful love song where he comforts his woman because
even though they are apart he is with her. Gyptian sings, “Girl,
I can feel your pain even If your thousands miles away. Oh Oh
baby I remember those days when loneliness was right in front
of your face. Oh Oh those days I can erase, no more loneliness
staring in your face. I can feel your pain...These are words with
me, I’ll show you I can fulfill your fantasies. Girl just be true that’s
all I want you to be is just be real true for me.”

Half Pint

1961 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Half Pint is a Jamaican reggae, ragga and dancehall singer.
According to Wikipedia, “Half Pint began singing in the school

choir at All Saints’ Primary School. After the completion of his
secondary education in 1976, he sought work as a vocalist
within the Jamaican music industry. Half Pint toured the island
with various sound systems including Black Scorpio, Jammys,
Gemini, Lee’s Unlimited and Kilimanjaro.” He has sung at stage
shows internationally and had many hits in Jamaica. Visit his
official website or his Myspace page.

One Big Family
Friends/Family, Positive Vibes
An article in the Jamaica Gleaner quotes Half Pint talking
about the song as saying, “Overall, me grow with a more family
background. Then the general way of how Jamaica was different
from the Jamaica that I know from the 1960s, where every
parent would grow a child, even neighbour. The balance we had,
we had more confidence as children...the song come up like if I
can turn back the hands of the times and we come together as a
family.” A sample of the lyrics: “We are one big family, inna dis ya
country. We are one big family, living inna harmony.”

The Heptones

1965 formed to the 1990s
Kingston, Jamaica
As described in the biography on allmusic.com the Heptones
were, “One of the definitive rocksteady vocal groups, the
Heptones were also one of the few to successfully make the
transition to the reggae era. The group was fronted by Leroy
Sibbles, who was not only an exquisite singer but also a talented
songwriter, arranger, and session bassist at the legendary Studio
One. Penning much of its own material, the group boasted one
of the deepest catalogs of its time, full of high-quality numbers

that were widely imitated for their close-harmony vocals, and
widely recycled for their loose, liquid, melodic instrumental
grooves.” Barry Llewellyn, a founding member of the group died
in November 2011 of pneumonia. Visit their Myspace page for
more information about the Heptones.

Book of Rules
God/Jah, Positive Vibes
A song about spirituality and the power of the “common people,”
we who are not princesses and kings. The Heptones sing, “Look
when the rain has fallen from the sky, I know the sun will be
only missing for a while. I says, common people like you and
me, we’ll be builders for eternity. Each is given a bag of tools,a
shapeless mass...and the book of rules.”

Hotta Red

1980 to current
Montego Bay, Jamaica
Born Bendalf Adrian Bartley in Montego Bay, Hotta Red is a
reggae and dancehall singer and writer. He lives in Montego
Bay and has fronted many local bands in Mobay, the heart of
Jamaican tourism. Hotta Red says, “I sing tings of the people,
music is in my blood.” A Rasta, he is acutely aware of the
suffering but he has an energy of quiet enthusiasm and positivity.

Calling Upon
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Crime/Poverty
This song is about activism, calling out for the poor. Hotta sings,
“We are calling upon for the less fortunate. Weh a go gwaan

enuah man. What gonna happen you know. U no fi member we
nuh dog we man. We are not dogs we are men. A bounce life
easy though it’s hard...Poor people mi a cry for. We wish their
day get brighter.”

Up
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Crime/Poverty
Another song of mobilization: “For all the youths forward. Climb
up the ladder, forward. Up, up, up. Ghetto youth come make mi
step it up, up, up. With money fi get nuff, nuff, nuff. Can’t care
mada with the poor life with mi pocket broke, broke...hard trying
youths.”

I-Octane

1988 to current
Sandy Bay, Jamaica
I-Octane is a reggae singer from Clarendon. His Facebook
description says, “Now he is known for his uniquely powerful
voice and spitfire lyrics but before that he gained himself the
reputation of being a noisy little boy who was constantly belting
out a tune, much to the annoyance of his mother and siblings.”
According to the biography on his official website, Crying To the
Nation, his 2012 release, “puts I-Octane in a class of his own as
one of the next generation’s leaders of the conscious dancehall
movement. Following in a similar vein of his predecessors Sizzla,
Capleton and Buju Banton, his lyrics express sentiments of faith,
romance, social justice and compassion for the ghetto youth.”
Visit his Facebook page.

Once More

Love/Romance/Sex
A romantic ballad all lovers can appreciate. He sings, “Let me
tell you once more mi love you, let me tell you once more I care.
Let me tell you once more mi love you, let me tell you once more
I care. Baby mi love you mi nees you, oh God baby mi waan
squeeze you...Just meck mi love you until di morning out. Mi
name mi waan you fi ball it out then softly call it out.”

Mama You Alone
Family/Friends, Culture
I-Octane TV on YouTube says, “This song tells of a single
mother’s struggle to raise her kids with the support of a humble
child.” A sample of the lyrics: “Hustle round a Coronation Market,
know seh it tuff because she target load from mama basket.
Strain har neck and now it mark it yeah yaaay. More time bare
foot she affi walk it. Still she stand firm like a forklift. Know she
nuh have it but we still a get we sweetie and we chocolate yeah.
Mama you alone so wey you gwaan wash the plate till you come
home yeahh yeayy. Mama you alone I nah fraud seh you gwaan
sweep the cot till you come home. Mama you alone I yah gwaan
take care mi likkle bredda dem till you come home yeah. Mama
you alone, you alone, mama you alone.”

I-Wayne

1980 to current
Portmore, Jamaica
In an article at VP Records I-Wayne is described, “As one of
Jamaica’s foremost Rastafarian reggae artists committed to
delivering consciousness raising, uncompromising convictions
through his music.” The article also says that “I-Wayne was
raised by his aunt and her husband Ansell Collins, a renowned

keyboard player. This young artist has been refining his craft
since age seven. Coming from a musical family, I Wayne had
first made his venture into performance as a student at Greater
Portmore High School, joining a local group Vibes Machine.” In
an article for National Public Radio, Kwasi Ansu said, “I-Wayne
first made a splash in 2004 after the release of “Can’t Satisfy
Her;” with his messages of peace and love, he’s largely credited
with bringing the roots and rock back to mainstream reggae.”
Visit I-Wayne’s Facebook page and his Myspace page.

Can’t Satisfy Her
Ghetto Youth/Poverty/ Crime, Money/Cash, Culture
This song is about a young girl that is into prostitution and a bad
lifestyle. He sings, “Seh, she flirt wid her boyfriend bredren. Him
have money and bling so she go to bed wid him..Seh, she broke
out at di age of seven. She dancing before she reach eleven.
One man can’t satisfy her, she needs more wood for da fire. Sex
price getting higher, ah, more money she require. House, car
and land she desire so from di prostitution work she won’t retire.
Flames and fire, sun is cool. Burn di flesh, seller and the buyer.”

I Need Her In My Arms
Love/Sex/Romance
A sweet love song with flute and sounds like wind. He sings,
“I need her in I arms to charm and keep I warm. O and I’ll be
flowing on and on from dusk till dawn. She’s the one who keeps
I calm right through the storm so be strong and do no wrong. I
need her in I arms to hold just to warm her when she’s cold Be
by her side so brave and bold, O I’ll be in full Hi-trol, Lightening
flash and thunder roll. Lets get close now its time to start the
show just in case you have never been told you should know girl
you worth more than money and gold.”

Book Of Life
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
This song is about right living as a Rasta. I-Wayne sings in the
chorus, “Di book of life. Di book of life. Sip di waters from di
brook of life. Take a look at life...What u say or do should be
true.”

Real And Clean
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
He sings to his love and encourages her to keep doing good and
have right livity. He says, “Keep flowing like a river through the
sea...Give thanks to life, love is the source. For loving you I have
no remorse. Let nature take its course...If you really want to be
with I Wayne, forever...”

Ikaya

1986 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Ikaya means “the wind of the soul.” She is a Jamaican reggae/
dancehall/R&B singer, DJ and song writer. Ikaya went to the
Edna Manley College of Visual and Performing Arts – School of
Music. In an interview she said she got her first break singing
with Capleton as her father is a Rasta and his good friend. She
has performed with international artists in many venues and
festivals in Jamaica and around the world. According to her
Facebook page, “Ikaya is working feverishly in the studio and
when she’s not, can be found busy touring the world.” Visit her
official website to track her tour dates and follow her career.

Brand New
God/Jah
Brand New is from her Kush Morning CD. It’s a positive song,
she’s about happiness and growth. She says, “I’ve got no time to
stress...Looking at my problems in the rear view. To all my haters
I say thank you. I couldn’t have made it without you...coz I’m
brand new.” Her voice is strong, clear and full of personality.

Jah 9

1984 to current
Montego Bay, Jamaica
Janine Cunningham (Jah9) is a singer, songwriter and activist.
She is also a vegan and yogi. The biography on her official
website says “She has been credited as the creator of the Jazz
on Dub genre. Her vocals blend the Jazz melodies of Billie
Holiday and Nina Simone with the Dancehall attack of Sizzla
Kalongi above the heavy Dub rhythm akin to Augustus Pablo.
Jah9 developed her sound in the underground poetry/live music
scene, but now intends to take her word sounds to the world...
She uses her voice to call attention to the abusers of power
and also highlights the need for spiritual growth in everyone,
including herself. ‘I am my designer from concept to execution,’
she reminds us in the single ‘Designer’ about the innate ability to
control our own destiny.” Visit her Facebook site.

Mr. Right
Love/Romance/Sex
This ballad with flute accompaniment is her thoughts about a

man who has become her friend and caught her notice, “I like
this boy. Standing out in all the clutter. I like this boy, this is
what I’m saying to myself...He’s so confident, I can tell from his
posture, and so intelligent, it’s like he’s emanating light. This
brother can represent yet he is so perfectly humble for one
so beautiful and bright. He must be Mr. Right. Almost bubble
wrapped, perfectly packaged for me.”

Jungle
Politics, Culture, Rastafari
She says, “It’s a jungle out there when life is unfair for the ones...
Generations have grown in the same situation tribal war fare,
child slavery and now taxes. People never have enough and
children are fatherless and families have no one to reply on. So
with blood sweat and tears the solution appears the pride needs
defending by the lion. Will you be the one?”

Brothers
Politics, Culture, Family/Friends
A happy, thankful song, “This one is for all my brothers. Keeping
it real and showing all the sisters how you feel...I appreciate you.
You mean the world to me. You never let it stress your head. You
are fearless and you’re focused and your free.”

Jah Cure

1978 to current
Hanover, Jamaica
Jah Cure (born Siccature Alcock) is a Jamaican reggae
musician, who was raised in Kingston. Since a young age

Jah Cure knew he wanted to be a singer and he pursued his
dreams with conviction. He was given the name Jah Cure by
Capleton because he smoked so much (“cure” is a word that
refers to the process of making tobacco ready for consumption).
Jah Cure was incarcerated from 1998 to 2007 on charges of
gun possession, robbery and rape. During his time in prison
he had access to a digital recording studio and released three
albums and grew his fan base of those music lovers and people
that believed in his innocence. He is called the “High Priest of
Reggae” by some and pays homage often to his mentor and
friend, Beres Hammond. Read a detailed biography of Jah
Cure on the SoBe Entertainment site where he is signed
as a recording artist. Cure says he forgives the people that
incarcerated him and that the purpose of life is love. Visit his
Facebook page.

Nothing
Love/Romance/Sex
Everyone in true love has felt this way. Jah Cure sings to his
love, “I won’t do nothing without thinking about you, it’s second
nature to me. I will have nothing, if you were to leave, your love
is urgent to me (urgent to me). I won’t do nothing without yuh, I
won’t do nothing without yuh, oh no. Whenever I wake up to your
face, gotta praise Jah. Never know love until I met yuh, don’t you
take that lightly now. Every now and again we go through pain,
we’re just human beings, learning each other every day. Yeah,
am connected to you girl. Can feel your power as it just connects
to me. Amma be your galaxy you be my world. Don’t make a
move unless you say okay.”

Longing For
Love/Romance/Sex

One of the hits he had while in jail, produced by Don Corleon,
“Longing For” is a tender love song. He says, “Babylon release
the Cure;” he is missing his love.” Cure sings, “What am I
longing for? My baby to love me more. What am I longing for?
Babylon release the Cure. When, when, when, when can we see
each other again? When, when, when, when can we see each
other again? I know there’s someone must be there comforting
you. Whenever you need a friend. I’ll make you mine, give me
some time. I’ll surely make you mine.”

Mother Earth
Nature/Earth, Politics
This song is an ecological and compassionate anthem to Planet
Earth. Cure sings, “Spring summer fall on me. Your winters seem
warm to me. It’s such a difference the way that it is. Her grass
ain’t the same green, I blame this on you and me. Can we treat
her like a mother the mother that she is, the mother that she is.
It’s been long overdue now. We’ve been running out of time. You
want to know the truth now. We all stand up in line. We should
learn how to treat her. Don’t you realize just how much we really
need her?”

Love Is
Rastafari, God/Jah
This song is about the universal goodness of love. Jah Cure
sings, “Love is, much more to life than just words. Love means,
much more than to say you love. Love is, call on me brother.
Love is, call on me sister. When you love someone, love from the
heart cause love is the start yeah. Love is the answer for every
question, just ask your self why, why. Love is the key to open
the door. When they close in your face love shows you the way.
When u are lost, lost and can’t find your way.”

Miles Away
Love/Romance/Sex
A song to a lover far away: “Only for you, for you, oh, now that
I love you, no one above you. More than a million miles away.
More than a million words to say ohhhh. Now and forever and
ever, will be just you and me.”

Jah Mason

1970 to current
Manchester Parish, Jamaica
The biography on his Facebook page says, “Jah Mason, the
name Andre Johnson chose to call himself when he found
himself being compelled to pursue a music career. Born 1970,
Johnson grew up in an era when Reggae music was at its
peak. Having being influenced by brilliant artistes who forged
the way, artistes such as Bob Marley and John Holt as well
as the Rastafari religion, Jah Mason chose to keep his music
clean and ‘righteous’... Jah Mason is a Jamaican Reggae artiste
whose music is a personal expression of social issues, love and
brotherhood. With a huge international fanbase, Jah Mason is
acclaimed for his profound vocal talent and songwriting abilities.
He has many musical accomplishments and visits several
countries yearly.” Visit Jah Mason’s Facebook and Myspace
pages.

Don’t Sell Your Soul
Rastafari, God/Jah

A spiritual song where Jah Mason extorts the listener, “Don’t sell
your soul for material things now...I’m moving on I’ve got work to
do. So many mouths to feed provide for myself and my family...
Don’t sell your soul for material things.”

Keep Your Joy
Good Vibes, Rastafari, God/Jah
Jah Mason sings, “Keep your joy, keep your joy, even if you’re
unemployed.” A good feeling song—get your head in the right
place.

My Princess Gone
Rastafari, Culture, Love/Sex/Romance
Jah Mason gets a note from his lover saying she’s gone and not
coming back. Seems like the virtuous lifestyle she was living with
him was not to her liking. He blames it on her friends. He sings,
“My Princess gawn far far away and she left me a note saying
she’s going to stay. My Princess gawn far far away and she left
me a note saying she’s going to stay. From di odda day, sey she
a flop up, & mi see sey she go flip wit di likkle short shorts, she
have hitch up pan har hips like she all forget about...di royalness.
Har fren an company, she a follow mi get di tip yo, roundabout
she just a jump, she jus a skip. Say whappen to the you know
you use to keep, say whappen to the King, wey you use to be
wit. Yo, well mi see sey dat a un.. unloyal.”

Jah Prince

1985 to current
Kingston - 2 Miles, Jamaica
Jah Prince was born at Jubilee Hospital in Kingston, the son of

a Rastafari mother. He learned about music in the streets and
says he “feels it for the people.” Sizzla is a musical influence.
Jah Prince is one of the State-Us Records artists. As he lives
now in 2 Miles, Kingston he sings with many DJs and reggae
artists.

This Life featuring Fureus
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/Crime
From the Emergency Riddim CD, This Life describes the
challenges of being a Jamaican youth. Jah Prince sings, “Life
is so hard, life is so hard, life is so hard, whether at home or in
the yard.” Samples from Fureus’ rap: “Life hard like when mortar
set. $100 in ma pocket with a choice fi mek, between a fifty bag,
a cigarette or veg patty mek, pre the cash pot number for a fifty
dollar bet. Whole a ride go uptown nuh change naw go lef, to
come back down in the system we a drown and who nuh drown
yet have them above the water mi a come up a catch breath, mi
look right, mi look left, mi sey. Life is so hard...” See the video
on YouTube.

Jah Vinci

Unknown to current
Portmore, Jamaica
Jah Vinci (Andre Rhoden) is a dancehall artist and singer.
According to the Jamaican Online Star Jah Vinci said about
his 2011 release entitled “In My Life,” “People can look out
for ma new album which a guh release soon to the streets.
Also, mi jus waan di fans dem fi know sey dis is not going to
be a disappointment. My songs are a way fi me reach out to di
people dem, a dem mi do music fah, suh a dem mi haffi show
mi appreciation and thanks for the love and support.” Visit Jah

Vinci’s Facebook page.

In My Life
Culture, Money/Cash, Family/Friends
In this song Jah Vinci shares about his life struggles, life
isn’t easy even though people think you are a star. He sings,
“Sometimes you will see mi smile. Yuh don’t know what it’s
inside, lot of pain wi a hide but wi still hold mi pride. Oh,
sometimes you may think that it’s easy. Di way how mi a live it
don’t please mi. A lot of kids wanna be me but if dem really see
dat. In my life I feel da pain and I, cry, tears like rain. And If died,
my name remain know that I stand for righteousness. Tell mi now
how mi fi name Jah Vinci and mi madda still poor. Cyan tek di
dutty livin no more. Nuff times mi sing to di fans till mi throat get
sore and mi don’t know di food is sure..In my life I feel da pain...”

Baby Girl I’m Alone
Love/Romance/Sex
Jah Vinci sings this song after he and his girl fight: “I’m sitting
here and I’m thinking girl love I miss and di only time mi see is
when mi look at your pictures. Seh I need you in my arms to hold
and to kiss you damn oh girl I miss you. It’s just the other night
when we have a likkle fight when mi tell you seh fi leave mi mi
nuh want fi see you in my side. Now you’re gone gone mi need fi
hold you tight fi bring back di joy to my life. Baby girl I’m alone so
please come home with your love that keeps mi warm.”

Wipe Those Tears
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/Crime
This song is bits of scenarios about suffering people, families

impacted by poverty. He says, “Wipe those tears from yuh eyes,
I don’t want to see yuh cry. Mek di wicked realize. Allow di youths
fi survive. Wipe di tears from yuh eyes, I don’t wanna see yuh
cry. Mek di wicked realize. Allow di youths fi survive.”

Money Dream
Ghetto Youths/Poverty/Crime
Jah Vinci describes the dream of having money and ceasing the
struggle, the goal of all ghetto youth. He says they try to look for
work and the people see them coming and say they are thugs:
“Try fi look a work, dem seh there’s no vacany but mi kno seh
a weh mi come d fucka dem a pree. Nah go bow, nah go beg,
nah go kill nobody. Pray dat Jah Jah hear my plee. Cah mi wah
mi mada hav a big house pon d hill. Nah fi go nuh work becauz
a chill she a chill and if she get thirsty, she pop a cork and let
it spill. Nah fi worry cause a me a pay d bill. Cause heights of
great men, reach and kept we’re not attained by sudden flight.
Meanwhile their companion slept they were upward toilin thru da
night. Dis year mi waa fi rich, yeh mi waa fi mek some money.
Tired a di heartache, tired a di worries. Sleepless night wen mi
affi bare hungry. Doh seh mi greedy, thugs need money. Rich,
yeh mi waa fi mek some money...Yes it’s lovely, wen you hav
money.”

Jimmy Cliff

1948 to current
Saint James, Jamaica
Reggae superstar, Jimmy Cliff, OM (James Chambers) is the
only currently living musician to hold the Order of Merit, the
highest honour that can be granted by the Jamaican government
for achievement in the arts and sciences. His biography on Cliff’s

official website is focused on the release of his new work: “While
REBIRTH is named after what Cliff perceives as his own artistic
revival, the reggae pioneer has never really been away, working
with a Who’s Who of other rock legends over the years, including
the Rolling Stones, Elvis Costello and Annie Lennox, his songs
covered by the likes of Willie Nelson, Bruce Springsteen, Cher,
New Order and Fiona Apple. His patented sweet tenor is the
most recognizable vocal in reggae along with his only fellow
Jamaican Rock and Roll Hall of Fame member Bob Marley...
Much of the material was inspired by his tour of African countries
like Nigeria, Sierra Leone and Ghana. ‘Africa is like an injection
for me,’ he explained. ‘Being there gave me that high feeling—
the songs just poured out.’” Visit Cliff’s Facebook page.

Pressure
Culture,
This reggae anthem has simple lyrics: “Cause a pressure drop,
oh pressure, oh yeah pressure drop a drop on you. I say a
pressure drop, oh pressure, oh yeah pressure drop a drop on
you. I say when it drops, oh you gonna feel it know that you were
doing wrong.”

World Upside Down
Politics, Nature/Earth
This song is a cover of Joe Higgs’ earlier release. Cliff is often
called the “Godfather of Reggae.” In April, 2012, in celebration
of Cliff reaching 100 thousand fans on Facebook, they
released this track for “everyone to enjoy.” See his website
for free download of the track. He sings, “I say the world is
upside down, oh yeah, all right. Looking at the world today. I
am implored to say so much war and poverty while few enjoy
prosperity. I say the world is turning around, I say the world is
upside down.”

Artists K - M
Khago

Unknown to current
St. Ann, Jamaica
The biography on Khago’s Myspace page says “Born Ricardo
Gayle, ‘Chicago’ also popularly known as ‘Cago or Khago’ is no
stranger to the local music scene. In 2006 he placed third in the
Jamaica Cultural Development Commissions’ annual Popular
Song Contest with his entry “Only If You Know” with which he
also won best video. .. He has since then been focusing on
taking his career to the next step as a professional recording
artist bent on delivering uplifting and entertaining music to the
world. He has also worked with popular producers such as
Marlon Young, Sly and Robbie.” In an article for the Jamaican
Star Online in January, 2013 Khago said about his upcoming
ablum, “It will have mostly love songs and my struggles that I
go through, songs with feelings, the acoustic side... I have to
get back to the reggae side while still having a presence in the
dancehall..” He continued, “The people dem a beg mi nuh fi stray
from dat side deh too far. People a seh dem nah really get fi hear
that side of Khago. Mi a do a heartfelt reggae album ‘cause the
people request that side of me.” Visit Khago’s Facebook and
Myspace page.

Nuh Sell Out
Family/Friends, Culture, God/Jah
Khago’s song is about the value of friends and people you can
really trust: “Mi nah sell out mi fren dem nah go dis mi fren dem.
Bare blessings mi sen dem, please Jah Guide and protect dem
Mi and mi frens nah war fi nuh Hennessy cause mi frens dem
know wi nuh pree bad energy. Khago rise mek many see and
burn out bad mind dutty heart and jealousy. Good fren betta than

pocket kile so mi keep mi fren dem close to mine. And mi nuh
heng dem like clothes to line but some frenship a waste a time...
Mi nah sell out mi fren dem nah go dis mi fren dem. Please Jah
Guide and protect dem.”

Konshens

1985 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, “Garfield Spence aka Konshens is
a Jamaican dancehall artist a past student of Excelsior High
School. His 2005 single “Pon Di Corner” was a major hit in
Japan, Cuba, South Sudan and led to a month-long tour of the
country and a Japan-only album release. He made a guest
appearance on Tarrus Riley’s Contagious album, deejaying on
“Good Girl Gone Bad,” which was also released as a single.
During 2009 he had a large fanbase in Guyana and Europe,
where his “Gal Dem Talk” single was a major hit, and he
performed at Guyana’s National Stadium in May 2011.” Visit
Konshens’ Facebook page

Realest Song
God/Jah
This song is a prayer; called a “realest song” because Koshen
says it’s realistic that people need Jah’s help because it cannot
be done alone. He sings, “A di realest song, dis is a prayer to
the father. Guide my steps as yuh sit on your throne. Show mi
di way fi get mi food an mi water and do nuh mek mi grudge
nobody fi dem own. Whole heap a people mek badmind tek dem
ova. Cah dem a try fi face it all alone. So mi a call pon di strength
of the father to help mi fi work fi mi own. Keep badmind outta mi
heart keep negative outta mi thoughts. Mi know seh it easy to
pree di wrong way. So Jah Jah please guide mi everyday. Keep

badmind outta mi heart. Keep negative outta mi thoughts. Most
high bless me yeah; guide and protect me yeah.”

Laden

Unknown to current
Kingston, Jamaica
According to Head Hitter on Da Spot Lite blog, “Okeefe Aarons
a.k.a Laden is a reggae dancehall sing jay on the verge of
breaking out.” The biography on Jamaicans Music.com says,
“Laden was recently catapulted into the limelight through a
Jamaican version of American Idol known as ‘Digicel Rising
Stars’ but got his most notable push when he joined Big Ship
Records. Big Ship Records’ producer, Stephen ‘The Genius’
McGregor saw talent in this young artiste and decided to help
him hone his talent.” Visit Laden’s Facebook page.

My Lady
Love/Romance/Sex
Laden is singing to his love. It’s a song any girl would like to hear
from her man: “Can’t see her without me. This one specific not
just for any chick...She has my head spin like a vehicle wheel.
My lady, my lady she’s having my baby. My lady, my lady she’s
giving me a baby. Mi not hurt your feelings so you go looking for
healing.”

Lazo

1957 to current

Castle Bruce, Commonwealth of Dominica
Reggae singer, musician and performer, Lazo exudes a “feelgood” vibe through his combination of reggae riddims, beautiful
melodies, conscious lyrics, and his uncanny ability to connect
with his audience. As his official website describes, Lazo
received the Juno Award (equivalent of Grammy in Canada)
and was voted ‘Top Reggae Performer’ in Canada. “Lazo writes
songs informed by his studies in history and political science
(he holds a degree in Political Science from the University of
Toronto) and his deep empathy for the human condition...Born
in Dominica, Lazarus J. Finn (Lazo) began his music career at
15 years of age with a band called Black Blood, whose very
first album charted #2 and received extensive airplay in the
Caribbean.” The songs featured here are from his latest music
compilation, Passin Thru, The Remix. Lazo, called Mr. Sunfest”
in Toronto tours tirelessly throughout the United States, Canada
and Caribbean. In 2010, Lazo toured the United States and
South America as a member of the world renowned Wailers.
The Wailers starred Aston ‘Family-Man’ Barrett on bass, and the
Keith Sterling on keys.” Visit Lazo’s Facebook page.

Radikal Reggae
Rastafari/Politics
The lyrics speak for themselves, “Seh I Papa Lazo pon di
microphone stand beg you fi pay attention because reggae
music is education We come to teach the nation. Reggae music
is education. We come to teach the nation. Stop the war and the
degradation...We come to rock and groove with you I know it’s
gonna be alright. In these times of global strife. My people let
us unite...Give me my reggae cause I love it everyday—in the
Radikal way.”

Zion Life
Rastafari, Culture, Happiness
Lazo is a man that lives with integrity and purpose. This song
expresses his view: “Zion life is the life for me nah wanna live no
more down in the city. I got to live up amongst the trees giving
praises to the almighty (yeah). Got to be free, to be the man I
was born to be. Must be free to speak the truth openly, want to
be free, to spread this love universally. Got to be free to chant
down wickedness in societies.”

Brand New Day
Good Vibes, God/Jah, Happiness
This is a bright and happy song. He sings, “Ye who’s got eyes
to see let them see and ye who’s got ears to hear let them hear
now it’s a brand new day. Can’t keep doing it the same old way.
It’s a brand new day, the people wanna have a say. it’s a brand
new day, got to change your ways now.”

Lenkey Paul

1970 to current
Hobe Sound, Florida
Singer, performer and writer, Lenkey Paul was born as Joshua
Francis in the mountains of St. Catherine’s, Jamaica. Lenkey
got his name from his very tall and slim build. Singing since
he was a young boy, Lenkey moved from Jamaica to Chicago
before relocating to Florida with his two children. Lenkey has
been on the stage and in the studio with many of the finest
Jamaican and U.S. musicians and producers including Dennis
Brown, Screwdriver, Nadda Ranks, Clement Lightbourne, Peter
Markland and Patrick “Quashi” Mitchell. Peter, Clement and
Quashi are all members of the band “Herbal Krew” featured

here.

Party Party with Herbal Krew
Happiness, Dance, Good Vibes
A happy, dance song. Lenkey sings: “Party time everybody
feeling fine. Party time everybody got to get up and wine. Party,
Party party, party, party, party. Jump up and wine up your body.
Jump up becaz you come to party. Jump up and wine on your
matey. Let them know you are feeling irie...Come and have a
dance, come out and have a good. Forget about your problems
forget about your stress. Come dance come wine up the best.
Party, party, party, party.”

Lion’s Mouth with Herbal Krew
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
This is a song about choices, beware of what you choose. Some
of the lyrics: “Babylon we aware of your old evil ways, how you
enslave all the people from back in the days. How you tek all
the youths dem and lead them all astray. All the parents dem
right that’s what they take away. Now the youth their getting bad,
enuff of them not obey...Who you gonna blame for all your killing
everyday? Who you gonna blame for all the robbering anyway?
They dress up like a lion but can’t conquer we. Hands in the
Lion mouth, you better tek it out.”

Luciano

1964 to current
Davey Town in Manchester Parish, Jamaica
Roots reggae singer, Rastafari, and poet, Luciano was born

Jepther Washington McClymont. According to the biography
on his official website: “With the release of his landmark CD
Where There Is Life in 1995, Luciano emerged as one of the
most important reggae singers in decades and the greatest
hope for roots reggae’s survival in the digital dancehall era.
Since that much acclaimed release, Luciano’s music has
been consistently praised for imparting sentiments of spiritual
salvation, Rastafarian edification and African repatriation...
While many of his so called ‘conscious’ contemporaries have
faltered by recording songs that glorify wanton sex and random
violence as a means of topping the charts, Luciano has held
steadfast to enriching Rasta principles; these positive lyrical
themes have justifiably earned him the title of The Messenger.
However, the humble singer also refers to himself as the child
of a king which is the title of his latest CD on VP Records.”
Luciano said, “We are all children of the Most High God and as
a Rastaman, I acknowledge that I am a child of Emperor Hailie
Selassie I because all of his teachings are in my songs...I am a
child of king and I just want my family and my fans to receive the
blessings that God has given through me as a messenger and
an instrument of peace.” Visit Luciano’s Facebook page.

For The Leaders
Politics
Luciano sings to the power people of the world, a song of sanity.
Will they listen to these lyrics: “This one’s for the leaders, who
are fighting war all over the world. This one’s for the leaders, who
are fighting war all over the world. Think about the yutes, who
are dyng out, crying out for love. Victims of the system, we divide
and grow to break us down, & tear us apart. What is the future
of the human race? How will the children grow to take our place?
Where is the love that we should all embrace? I do believe it’s
here, for you and me.”

Your World and Mine
God/Jah, Nature/Earth, Happiness
The lyrics say everything: “Imagine living in a world where
there is no war (so pure and clean). Imagine that everyone you
see knows what we are living for (the great being). Oh what a
wonderful world it would be a world of love and peace ya when
no evil can abide only righteousness and creed. And we can do
it if we only believe, yes we can do it if we only agree. It’s your
world and mine (your world and mine). Your world and mine
(your world and mine). Your world and mine (your world and
mine).”

L.U.S.T.

2000 Band Formed
Kingston, Jamaica
Lust is the name of a group comprised of four solo artists: Lukie
D., Singing Melody, Thriller U., and Tony Curtis. They released
the album Inspiration in 2010 and Sweetness of Your Love in
2007. L.U.S.T. was formed by “Singing Melody” who is also
featured in this book. Visit their Myspace page.

Run Free
God/Jah, Happiness, Good Vibes
This is a song to lift you up if you feel down. They sing, “Don’t let
the problems and the troubles of the world get you down. Don’t
ever let them see you fumble and stumble don’t you let down.
Put a big bad smile on your face, don’t wear no frown. Pick
yourself from off the ground, place your feet on solid ground.
Run free, run free let the love that God has given us run free.

Run free, run free take the love that God has given us run free..
Let God be your guide and love will abide right by your side...
Run like the wind.”

Lutan Fyah

1975 to current
Spanish Town, Jamaica
Lutan Fyah is a reggae singer and performer. Born Anthony
Martin, Fyah is a member of the Rastafari movement Bobo
Shanti.” David Jeffries, a ROVI pop editor (ROVI is a global,
digital entertainment company) described Fyah as, “A rootsy
reggae singer with messages of unity, love, and justice deeply
embedded in his music.” Jeffries said, “Lutan Fyah was born...
with music in his blood. With his grandfather running a sound
system, artists such as Lieutenant Stitchie, Papa San, Lady G.,
and the legendary Dennis Brown would often visit the family
home. Fyah aspired to become a famous singer himself, but he
also took his soccer playing seriously and joined a professional
team after finishing high school. He gave up sports in 1999 and
began an internship at Buju Banton’s Gargamel label. He went
on to record some tracks for Banton’s label along with some
freelance work for other producers, before singer Jah Mason
came along in 2001 and offered Fyah the support slot on his
worldwide tour. Three years later he made his full-length debut
with Dem No Know Demself on the Minor7Flat5 label.” Visit
Lutan’s Facebook page.

Too Long
Love/Romance/Sex
Lutan sings the pain of the lover who is apart from his beloved.
He sings, “Too long too long too long too long too long. Woman

you take weh yuhself you keep mashin up my head. Too long
too long too long too long too long. Now sit alone in my bed wid
di needle in the head. Too long too long too long too long too
long. You went away and I have lonely days. Too long too long
too long too long too long. I pray that you will come back my
way. Rememberin those times we spent. Rememberin those
places we went. Rememberin those splendid moments. Yes it
was just like yesterday. I missed to see your face when the night
watches.”
Nuh Talk
Politics, Ghetto Youth/Crime/Poverty
From Indiscretion Riddim, Fyah sings about broken promises,
“no more false promises,” that impact society, a broken system:
“The system is constantly fading. Hear mi out. Put your money
where your mouth is. No promises no more false promises.
Youths a go to school put your money where your mouth is.
Youths that can’t find food put your money where your mouth is...
No promises, no more false promises.”

Mavado

1981 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, “David Constantine Brooks was
raised in an area known as ‘Cuban,’ a micro ghetto within the
heart of Kingston, Jamaica’s Cassava Piece community. His
grandmother gave him his first musical experience at a young
age, bringing him to church to sing. He also cites the music of
Bounty Killer as an early influence. The boyhood idol became
his mentor when at the age of 15, Bounty took him under his
wing to show him the ropes of the music industry and introduced
him to his manager, dancehall music business legend Julian

Jones-Griffith, who would go on to manage Mavado’s illustrious
career.” Writer, Patricia Meschino of Billboard, said in a March,
2013 article, “Mavado launched his career in 2005 with several
controversial, blood-splattered hit singles, but he has remained
at the top of the dancehall genre through the steady release of
friendlier songs celebrating sex, partying and money, punctuated
by the occasional deeply felt social commentary.” Mavado has
had controversy in his career including problems with the law
and U.S. immigration authorities. His well-known rivalry with
dancehall great, Vybz Kartel (Gully-Gaza feuds) and loss of his
father (murdered in Switzerland) and friends has colored his
career in the past. Look for new dancehall music from Mavado.
Visit his Facebook page.

Dem Alone
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Crime/Poverty
Mavado is singing to the people who are against him, that have
badmind. He says, “Selassie I, to all my friends that pass and
gone is not goodbye. A good over evil, yeah. A nuff a dem a seh
they nuh like mi but dem lonely cause a dem alone. Yes a dem
alone, a dem alone, a dem alone. Sell dem soul fi achieve the
gold but a dem alone. Yes a dem alone, a dem alone, a dem
alone...If haffi dem alone Mama woulda have a bed, lawd she
would do have a home. Yuh nuh see the beast speech pon me
leff to rich pon me. Yuh nuh see mi buy mi own Hennessy. Weh
dem waan see. Dem eyes full of jealousy.”

So Special
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Crime/Poverty, Politics
Mavado says “every dutty work Jah shall show.” He sings, “I’m

so special so special so special. Dats why mi strap wid mi 45
special dem waan pree mi. Fi gal and dem waan chase like
petal but Jah I’m so special...Jackie and Steven ah di swine fa
informa si too much. Dat dem blind fa one plate ah food dem
sell out mankind. Fa guess you have di yearn suh weh di bag ah
badmind...Every dutty work jah shall show dem a sign fa cause
jah mnek we special, I’m so special so special so special...”

Starlight
Culture, Cash/Money, Ghetto Youth/Crime/Poverty
This song is a little sarcastic as Mavado is having some fun
talking about being a star, having money; going from “nothing”
to “something.” He also refers to the feud between his fans Gully
posse and Vbyz Kartel’s Gaza group, and then he says, “Let’s
move on to something else” and laughs. Some of the lyrics: “It’s
okay. It’s alright, from nothing to something. Fight di fight. We
shining like a light. Starlight, shining like a starlight, yeah. Starlight, shining like a starlight, yeah.”

Maxi Priest

1961 to current
Lewisham, United Kingdom
According to the biography of Maxi Priest (written by John
Masouri) on his official website, “Maxi Priest has earned his
place among other greats such as Bob Marley, Jimmy Cliff,
Toots & The Maytals and Dennis Brown in spreading the reggae
gospel far and wide...As a teenager, he’d lifted speaker boxes for
the Jah Shaka and Negus Negast sound systems. He was also a
founder member of Saxon International, and played a key role in
it becoming London’s No. 1 sound system.” Masouri quotes Maxi
as saying, “You’re born in England, you try and find some identity

and you’re constantly told that you don’t belong here, so you
find yourself searching for a sense of belonging.” Encouraged
and motivated by his family in his music, Maxi is a Rastafari and
member of the Twelve Tribes of Israel. Visit his Facebook page.

That Girl Featuring Shaggy
Love/Romance/Sex
Smooth song just like the girl they are singing about. Some of
the lyrics: “She’s the kind of woman who let’s you know. When
she knows what she wants she won’t let go. Takes you to a place
of your fantasy walks you to the door but she holds a key. That
girl ooh that kind of girl, gangsta kind of lover. That girl ooh that
kind of girl, smooth type of girl. No matter who you are or what
you do. She knows how to click in everything you do. She can
make you hot when it’s cold outside. Take you on a high even
make you fly.”

Mikey Spice

1965 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Mikey Spice, born Michael Theophilus Johnson, is a musician
and reggae singer. According to John Bush writing on Allmusic.
com, “Mikey Spice began singing in his father’s church at age
seven. He then became a dazzling multi-instrumentalist, learning
guitar, bass, drums, trumpet, piano, saxophone, flute, harp
and clarinet before age 13. Seven years later, he decided on a
reggae career. After working with several bands, Spice (whose
voice has been compared to Lou Rawls) began recording in
1991.” Frequent his Facebook page for tour dates and current
information.

Got To Be You
Love/Romance/Sex
A love song from the Queen Majesty Riddim. Mikey Spice says,
“Oh it had to be you baby. Here we go again...It’s you for me
and I for you. Giving me all your love would make my dreams
come true. It had to be you that do the things you do. No one
else but you. You knock me out of my shoes. Baby.” Visit Mikey’s
Facebook page.

Minky

1987 to current
Trelawny, Jamaica
Born Leonardo Williams January, Minky is one of the State-Us
Records artists. He is noted for his smooth and silky voice.

My Shine
Happiness, Culture
From the Poly-Bag Riddim, Minky sings about keeping his
“shine” —glow, happiness. He sings, “What am I gonna do to
stop my shine Oh God forget badmind. What am I gonna do to
stop my shine. Oh God dem can’t take what’s mine.”

Morgan Heritage

1991 Group Formed
Brooklyn, New York, United States
The biography on iTunes says, “The legacy of reggae vocalist

Denroy Morgan has been passed on to his sons, who have
performed as Morgan Heritage since 1991. While its mellow,
R&B influenced vocals and Rastafarian lyrics have been
compared to Garnett Silk, the group has continued to pave
its own musical path...Morgan Heritage began recording with
their father in the early ‘90s. Although they attended school
in Springfield, MA, they spent their weekends in their father’s
recording studio in Brooklyn. Their debut single, “Wonderful
World,” was produced by their father and released in 1991...
Touring the Ivory Coast in 1995, Morgan Heritage rediscovered
their musical roots. Toward the end of the year, the group
traveled to Jamaica to record its next album. Recording during
the day with Lloyd “King Jammy” James and at night with Bobby
“Digital” Dixon, the group took a major leap forward.” Visit the
Morgan Heritage Facebook page and their official website.

I’ve Been Loving You
Love/Romance/Sex
A bright and shiny love song. They sing, “Since I’ve been loving
you, every day has been a better day. Since I’ve been loving
you, all my pain has gone away. Since I’ve been loving you, see
my life turn around, at times been going down. Since I’ve been
loving you, life has been heavenly so heavenly.”

Your Best Friend
Culture, Family/Friends, Love/Romance/Sex
The old story of a “best friend” trying to get with your man, told
by your man. He’s telling on the friend. He says, “Sometimes a
woman is going to trust her friend more than she trusts her man
and it’s so sad cause sometimes her friend turns out to be the
deceiver.”

Perfect Love Song
Love/Romance/Sex
Morgan Heritage’s 2013 release—an uplifting, happy song—it is
truly a perfect love song. They sing, “Baby just one touch, one
kiss from your lips is heaven, you are like the perfect love song,
you know the one you always wanna hear. And when my day’s
going all wrong, seeing you is like a song in my ear. So all I need
is you, baby body to body, with only you baby and I don’t need
another...You got me overjoyed with the love you’re giving to
me...”

Munga Honorable

Unknown to current
Islington, Jamaica
The biography on Munga’s Facebook page says, “Born Damian
Rhoden from Islington, St. Mary, Munga joined the music scene
at the tender age of 18 when he entered the Red Label Wine
Superstar Competition with the original song Who Drink Out the
Red Label Wine. A past student of St. Mary High and Tarrant
Comprehensive, Munga hustled on the streets doing odd jobs
before setting his mind on becoming an entertainer. Since
then, he has never turned back. Munga developed his versatile
style as a prodigy of the ‘fireman’ Capleton before grabbing
the attention of the nation as a solo act. With an edgy rap style
combined with a conscious mind and a ‘gangsta ras’ image,
Munga broke into the business with his hit song No Bad Like I...
His forceful, heartfelt performances earned him a slew of loyal
fans.” Check out the video interview of Munga by EFrenzy on
YouTube where he explains his name “Munga Honorable” is a
combination nickname and Rasta name.

In Your Arms
Love/Romance/Sex
A sweet love song. Munga sings, “I will hold her in my arms and
put her head upon my shoulders. I will keep her warm even
when the night gets colder. We have grown in love and everyday
we’re getting older. Still I will keep you warm, I will keep you
warm. Hey Camille, I know the way you feel. I tell you not to
worry cause you know this love is real. Yeah straight up loving
and no back door deal, full of pride, couldn’t hide, can’t conceal.
Cause you’re my baby girl, yes you’re my baby girl. I’m not
Michael Jackson but you rock my world. May I say you are more
valuable than the rubies and pearls.”

Natural Black

Artists N - P

1975 to current
Georgetown, Jamaica
According to his biography in Wikipedia, “Mortimer Softley was
born in Georgetown, Guyana. He moved to Jamaica in 1995
to pursue his dream of being a reggae singer. In Guyana he
hailed from Linden in the community of All Boy Town and was
nicknamed Black and White because of his love for dressing
in that colour code. In Jamaica the musicians he hung around
would rename him Natural Black. On his arrival into the island
he worked as a welder and coffee picker while recording in his
spare time for various producers... He possesses a distinctively
smooth and mellow voice, and parlays a style of his own.”
Natural Black has a global fan base. In an article from the
Jamaica Observer in 2012 (about cutting his dreadlocks), Natural
Black was quoted as saying, “Because I buss with Songs with
Meaning and Far From Reality, dem brand me as a roots artiste,
but mi have the chance and the talent to do dancehall as well. I
respect Rasta but mi caan be a rasta and do skettel music, It nah
go match, I want to do some hardcore dancehall songs and mi
caan do both, that ah go create a conflict within myself.” Visit his
Facebook and Myspace pages.

Far From Reality
Politics, Rastafari, Culture
This song is about people that are not aware of what’s going on
regarding the culture and politics of oppression and poverty. It is
a surreal song. He sings, “I met this girl the other day and when
me check her she was, far from reality. I never knew that before I
met her. She was, far far far away. Nuff a d people wey a live an’
a receive an’ no give dem, far from reality. One of me fren cross
d bridge, right which part me live. Him dey, far far far away. No
go outa road fu d devil use you. An’ next ting u moda an you fada

lose you. Wicked man out deh, well want fe use you. No time no
mek dem abuse you, And remember to pray on your journey.
Never too late, then make it early. Remember you’re black and
comely. Can we give dis a run, yeah yeah.”

Norris Man

Unknown to current
Kingston, Jamaica
In the biography written by Andrew Hamilton of ROVI he says:
“Norris Man is a struggling reggae singer with deep Rastafarian
beliefs. He was born Christopher Campbell and grew up in the
Trenchtown and Arnett Gardens sections of Kingston, Jamaica.
When he was ten, he hung around recording studios and dances
where he was often solicited to get the crowd going. A singer
and a DJ, Norris Man’s influences run the gamut from Lionel
Richie to Papa San. He speaks in a thick Jamaican accent, and
is difficult to understand, but sings with amazing clarity. Norris
Man started recording in his teens, but the records never drew
much attention. To his dismay, stardom was harder to achieve
than expected. Persevering through many trials and tribulations,
including being gypped and beat down, he continued nonstop
toward his goal.” Be part of Norris Man’s fans and support him
on his Facebook page.

Persistence
Politics, Culture, Rastafari, God/Jah
With a voice of clarity and a determination of steel Norris Man
sings about the quality of persistence in life. He sings, “Persistence is to try through out dis precious time. Yuh cyaah give up
di fight. Jah is da way to life. And when yuh down and in distress

neva mek babylon know yuh weakness. And when yuh burden
is di heaviest neva mek dem know. Mi seh dem system a fraud.
Di struggle it nuh easy dung a dutty ya it hard. Wi naw guh sell
out. Wi soul fi get nuh roun of applause positive movement not
a negative thought. Tell dem clean inna dem heart. Tings what
they do is not what we do. Tings what they say is not what we
say. Tings what they preach is not we preach. Mi seal Jah trinity
some tek di mark ah di beast.”

Pinchers

1965 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Pinchers, born Delroy Thompson, is a reggae and dancehall
artist. From the artistsonly.com site: “Pinchers is one of the
most esteemed singers in Reggae music over the past 15 years.
Nicknamed for a Jamaican term for hand pliers, Pinchers began
his career singing with the local sound systems in Kingston,
Jamaica, where he came to the attention of one of the top
producers in Reggae, the legendary King Jammy. With Jammy,
Pinchers recorded his best work to date with 3 different albums
between 1987 and 1994. He first mega-hit was 1987’s “Agony”
which led to the landmark dancehall album, “Got To Be Me.”
His singing style is unique and he can be called a crooner for
sure. His sex symbol status elevated him to celebrity in Jamaica.
His next worldwide Reggae hit was “Bandelero” in 1982 which
seduced the dancehall fans with the Wild West imagery that
they love. Another song in the Wild West vein is his hit duet with
top DJ Bounty Killer called “Riding West.” Pinchers continues
to record and perform in the dancehalls and stages of the world
with a singing style and hits that melt the girls’ hearts.” Watch
a video interview with Pinchers and Munchy (Reggaeville
journalist) from 2012. Visit Pincher’s Facebook page.

Take Some Time
Family/Friends, Culture, Money/Cash
Pinchers sings about the challenge of really knowing who your
friends are especially when money is involved. He says, “Take
some time to know my friends. You have to take some time yeah.
When I have money oh yay faces I never see. When my money
is done oh no my friends are not with me. Take some time to
know my friends. You have to take some time yeah...”

Pressure

1981 to current
Saint Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands
In the biography from Virgin Island Reggae the author writes,
“Pressure is a native of St. Thomas and an original member of
the Star Lion Family. With a foundation strongly rooted in the
livity of Rastafari, Pressure comes forward with the full spectrum
of vocals—poignant conscious lyrics that touch the soul and
some wicked chants.” In the same article, Pressure was quoted
as saying, “I had a vision of performing in front of thousands
and thousands of people, whether beating on drums, blowing
the trumpet or playing the steel pan. I never knew that the Most
High had a greater vision (iration) in store for me.” Born Delyno
Brown, Pressure started playing the trumpet at age five and
quickly progressed to other instruments. He is passionate about
his worldview and commitment to Rastafari. Visit Pressure’s
Facebook page.

Love And Affection
Love/Romance/Sex
A sexy, tender song. Pressure sings, “Let me give you some

love and affection. You got my attention you need no direction.
Let Jah pour blessings in your direction you got my attention.
What an impression. So long I’ve been waiting to be with you all
alone. I’ve been anticipating. The first time we kissed was breath
taking and girl we’ve got a bright future in the making...Keep
that precious smile on your face. Jah will keep you warm and
safe. Make it worthwhile, just you and I with love the most high
creates. Coz when and how we met girl it’s not a mistake. Let me
give you some love and affection you got my attention, you need
no direction. May Jah pour blessings in your direction.”

Artists Q - S
Queen Ifrica

1975 to current
Montego Bay, Jamaica
Queen Ifrica is a Jamaican singer and DJ. Raised by her mother
and stepfather, she was born and still lives in Monetgo Bay. In
an interview from Unitedreggae.com says: “Queen Ifrica defied
her mother and became a rasta. Today she is one of the leading
conscious reggae artists...Queen Ifrica has music in her veins.
She’s the daughter of ska and rock steady veteran Derrick
Morgan. She began singing as a child and was discovered in
the mid 90’s by singer and producer Tony Rebel...She’s a petite
singer with a huge voice, and can easily switch from straight
singing to a gruff Buju Banton style.” Queen Ifrica writes about
controversial subjects and imbues her work with her Rastafari
faith. Visit her Facebook page.

Lioness On The Rise
Politics, Rastafari
She sings that as a “Lioness on the rise” she will be there,
strong, alert and ready to fight. “When the roll is called out, I’ll
be standing tall up. To face the darkest and the hardest of times.
We’ll be taking care of, all the children thereof, but if it’s required
we’ll be on the frontline. You can call me by my name, I am ready
to roll. Once the rules remain the same, how the story’s been
told. Call me anytime, never cop out, Lioness is on the rise don’t
you ever have doubt.”

In My Dreams
Love/Romance/Sex

Queen Ifrica sings about her lover with lyrics that reflect her
desire and enjoyment - emotions are all mixed up. Some great
guitar riffs in the song too. “You say things to me I’ve never, ever
heard. Truly fascinating, is this an angel that I’m dating. Your lips
against the nape of my neck is enough to make me drift away. In
my dream it was all in my dreams. I’m lying in a bed of roses as
soon as I open my eyes. It was all in my dream. Could I feel this
way for the rest of my life?”

Ras Shiloh

1974 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Born as Thomas Williams in Brooklyn, New York, Ras Shiloh
is a reggae and roots singer. According to the biography on
Allmusic.com by ROVI: “The cousin of R&B/soul singer Betty
Wright, Williams began his music career in 1984 as a child when
he performed as Big Belly Youth for the Golden Touch sound
system in New York. His stage name, a reference to his stature,
was given to him by Nitty Gritty. The local production team of
Ras Shaka and Knotty B recorded Williams’ debut, ‘You Say
You Love Jah’, over the rhythm of the Bob Marley’s ‘Natural
Mystic’. With the revival of roots and culture Ras Shaka advised
the singer to change his name to Ras Shiloh...In 1999, the
singer performed in 48 major cities of the USA, Canada and the
Caribbean as well as a making a guest appearance on the Jay
Leno television show in America.” Visit Ras Shiloh’s Facebook
page.

Are You Satisfied

Love/Romance/Sex
In the song he taunts and comforts his jealous lover at the same
time. He sings, “Are you satisfied? Wipe the tears from your
eyes. I’m all alone, still you thought I was telling a lie. Are you
satisfied no ones with me tonight, only Jah and he is always by
my side? Pretty little woman don’t you trust me no more? You
don’t have to break down my door, I’m all alone. Come inside
and you will see, there’s no one here but me, told you I’ll still be
over, still you refuse to believe.”

Richie Spice

1971 to current
Rock Hall, St. Andrews, Jamaica
Born, Richell Bonner, Richie Spice is a dancehall and reggae
artist. A Rasta, three of his brothers are in the music business:
producer, Pliers (Chakademus and Pliers); singer, Spanner
Banner, and DJ, Snatcha Lion. Visit Richie Spice’s Facebook
and Myspace pages.

Jah Never Let Us Down
God/Jah
This feel good song puts your head in a place of trust: “Jah,
Jah, Jah never let us down, no Jah never let us down. Everyone
can sing it. Jah, Jah Jah never let us down, no Jah never let us
down...Jah never let I down. When 20,000 rise up against me no
that none of them can smite me. Jah never let I down.”

The World is a Cycle

Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
This song is about the universal truth that the world is a cycle
and “everything weh happen yes it come round inna a circle.”
He sings, “Got to check the step you take and every breath you
make because the little things you do are coming back at you...
So if I see you stumble I’ll catch before you fall...Think about
the youths think about dem future. Babylon dem cant stop the
youths dem get wiser. Sweeter dan the sky it ah guh fall inna yuh
eye. I’m hoping everything you do remember to pray..a prayer a
day chase the devil away...Because the little things you do are
coming back at you.”

Marijuana
Politics, Rastafari, Culture
The song pays tribute to marijuana. He says he’s burning he
highest grade and it makes him calm and smarter then the song
progresses to dig into the politics of planting. “It di king of di forest Babylon they don like it. They chop it up they heap it up an
den dem destroy it. They stick you up, yhey lock you up, they
take it for a crime.”

Richie Stephens

1966 to current
Savvana-la-Mar Westmoreland, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, “Richard Frederick Freeman
Stephenson III, better known as Richie Stephens...is a Jamaican
R&B, dancehall and reggae singer and producer. In the early
1990s, Stephens was a part of the twice Grammy Award winning
act Soul II Soul, and had recorded at Motown.” Bradley Torreano
of ROVI said, “Richie Stephens turned his career toward reggae,
ska, and contemporary gospel once on his own again. Spending

most of the late ‘90s and into the next century working on this
new direction, his 2002 album The Man Upstairs signaled the
arrival of a unique new voice in Christian music.” Stephens
released an album in 2012 Live Your Life with Gentleman. Watch
their official video for the song, live at Woodstock Poland. Visit
Richie’s Facebook page.

Should I
Love/Romance/Sex
In this song Stephens is singing about love gone wrong. He
says, “Should I have faith in you or should I put my trust in you...
Why should I feel this way? Thinking that you are going away.
There’s no chance to stay together anymore...I’ve got to tell
you this. Your love I just can’t resist and I can’t go on like this,
pretending each day. You make feel so bad, you make me feel
so sad whenever I have to share your love.”

I Found Heaven with Gentleman
Love/Romance/Sex
Stephens and Gentleman sing a happy love song, “I found
heaven right here on earth, someone for me a woman I love. I
found heaven right here with me someone so sweet to call my
baby...You led me to the fountain of love, it was amazing so
exciting...You mi really, really love. You mi really, really love.”

Live Your Life with Gentleman
Happiness, Good Vibes
This high energy duet is all good vibes and embracing life.
They sing: “Nobody can’t tell you what tomorrow brings soo live
your life your life today. No one is really sure they gonna see

tomorrow, don’t know what’s around the way. Living forever is
everyone’s dream, only salvation is here to stay. If you’re gonna
take it to the limit don’t fake it, just make it the best that love can
be. Live your life oh, oh, oh! Live your life oh, oh, oh...Never let
your friends slide and slip away, the time is here, the place is
now. Don’t say tomorrow is another day. Only salvation is here to
stay, living in the moment, what a joy to see the children today.”

Ricky Flex

1985 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Born Ricardo Stevens at St. Joseph Hospital, Ricky Flex is a
reggae and dancehall singer. A deep baritone with a poweful
and emotive voice, this rising star sang in his church choir as
a young man. A thoughtful performer with four children, he and
wife Jacqueline live in the 2 Miles neighborhood of Kingston.
The oldest of nine children Ricky has 70 relatives and four
generations living near him in Waltham Park. He cites his cousin
Kevin, Pirate Dalstan, Wayne Rammy and Prince Fuss as
inspirations to him musically. Ricky teaches music in Kingston
while working on his singing career. A State-Us Records artist,
visit the official web page to contact Ricky.

One Coco featuring Sharrah Irouhla Sharpe
Culture, Family//Friends, Money/Cash
In this song Rick sings using the expression “one, one coco
full basket” - slow and steady work produces good results.
He remembers his grandmother struggling to make money in
the market. He sings, “Me have to ask this one, one coconut
full basket. Me a the only grandson deh round mama inna the
market. Now I can reveal and can talk this...From wah day she

nuh bring a lot a chocolate...The system died certain tings.
Ghetto youths need certain tings. Mama give thanks. ”

Sanchez

1964 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Kevin Anthony Jackson, Sanchez is a reggae and dancehall
singer. According to Wikipedia, Jackson grew up in the Stony Hill
and Waterford areas of Kingston. “He was given the nickname
‘Sanchez’ due to his football skills—a reference to a footballer of
that name. He sang from an early age in the Rehoboth Apostolic
Church choir in St Catherine. After working with several Kingston
sound systems, first as selector for the Rambo Mango sound
system, he began recording and had his first hit with ‘Lady In
Red’, recorded for producer Red Man in 1987. By 1988 he was
one of Jamaica’s most popular singers, and at his performance
at Reggae Sunsplash that year he was called back for six
encores...Primarily known for love songs and cover versions of
pop and R&B songs, in the 1990s he mixed gospel themes with
other topics on his albums, and released the totally gospel Who
is This Man in 1999 and He’s Got the Power in 2003. In 2012
he revealed that he is now ‘a full-time producer’ and has been
working with studio engineer and writer Rodnie ‘Tenor’ Lion.”
Visit Sanchez’ Myspace page.

My Sweet Thing
Love/Romance/Sex
A love ballad to a soft reggae beat. Sanchez sings, “Feeling sad
and lonely. You need someone to hold you badly. Yeah. Pick
up the phone and call me coz you know I’ll be there in a hurry.
Just to love you to touch you to hold you so tight. Making love

all through the night. Coz I love you. Yes, I love you. You are my,
my, my sweet baby, you are my, my sweet lady. You are my, my,
my everything.”

Never Dis The Man
Rastafari, God/Jah
This song is about life being precious so call on Jah. He sings,
“There are lots of signs in life some that you may not like. You
could be living this minute the next minute your gone away aye.
Hold up your heads my brothers, be conscious, my sisters and
by your works you shall surely be paid aye. Never try to dis the
man with the angle. The one whose got the title, the one who
sits high and he looks down lo. And if you ever dis the man with
the angle, the one who got the title, then you’ll be someone that
he don’t know. Say a prayer and chant a psalm, prayer that can
keep the evil calm. You don’t have to go to church and be a
Christian to call on Jah name. Shout out the name Jahovah in
the Valley.”

Sean Paul

1973 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Born, Sean Paul Ryan Francis Henriques, Sean Paul is a multiaward winning reggae and dancehall singer. His biography on
Wikipedia says, “Paul was born in Kingston, Jamaica, to parents
Garth and Frances, both of whom were talented athletes. His
mother is a well-known painter. His paternal grandfather was
a Sephardic Jew whose family emigrated from Portugal, and
his paternal grandmother was Afro-Caribbean; his mother is
of English and Chinese Jamaican descent...His nicknames
include Zion Lion and King of Israel. Because of his mixed
heritage, some consider him a personification of the Jamaican

Motto ‘Out of Many, One People.’” Sean Paul is an international
artist, collaborating with other performers in many genres. Visit
Sean Paul’s official site and his Facebook page for updated
schedules and videos.

Gimme The Light
Culture, Love/Romance/Sex
Gimme the Light was Sean Paul’s first hit single in 2002 from the
album Dutty Rock. He’s out on the town looking for women and
smoking and drinking champagne. He says, “Jus gimme the light
and pass the dro. Bust another bottle of moe. Gal dem in a me
sight and I gots o know which one is gonna catch my flow. Cause
i’m in a the vibes and i got my dough. Bust another botte of mo.
Gurl dem lookin hype and I gots to know.”

Serani

1982 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Born, Craig Serani Marsh, Serani is a dancehall artist and
producer. The biography on his Facebook page says, “As onethird of the hitmaking production squad Daseca (Sean Paul’s
“We Be Burnin,” Mavado’s “Real McKoy”, Tony Matterhorn’s
“Dutty Whine”), Serani has quietly defined the sound of dancehall
music over the last several years.” He says, “My mission is to
really get the world looking at Jamaica and dancehall reggae
music again. My thing is to sing Jamaican music, mix it with pop,
and for people to understand what I’m saying. I want you to be
able to sing my songs line by line...I’m a Jamaican artist but I just
make music, period. I always try to keep that dancehall influence
but I don’t need a dancehall beat for my music to be Jamaican
and pop at the same time. All I need is my voice. I open my

throat and you hear Jamaica shining.” Visit his Facebook page.

No Games
Love/Romance/Sex
He’s in love and she’s playing games. He makes this heartfelt
plea: “Girl I want you (all time), I’ll forever love you (you’re mine).
I’m not mad even though I’m sad (cause you) should give me
one more chance. Love you girl do you feel the same? I doh
wanna play games. No games. You’re the only that can out my
flame baby just play it straight straight. No games. Is this the life
you really want (constant delusion)? Your time with me was very
fun (there’s no illusion). But I don’t know you anymore when you
walked outside that door you left your happiness.”

Mama Still Hungry
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Crime/Poverty
This song is about the struggle of survival. It’s also about getting
a nugget of success and then the challenges faced by false
friends. Serani sings, “My Mama she don’t worry no more, they
try to build me up, they can’t take me down (let’s settle). In this
time and in this city I gotta make that money because di mama
still hungry, mama still hungry, I’m gonna be a dad it ain’t no
baby, take care of my baby, Mama, Mama still hungry. Mama still
hungry. I was in the band when I faced my real struggle. Made
friends watch me sank in a deep fortune cut down yuh buying
and me see dem from inside, Me try to keep it down prolong my
ride I got a little success and they start this money grabbing say
where we come from and what they should be having; cunning
and sly. Ignore their own pride, they leave you dry before you fly.”

Shabba Ranks

1966 to current
Sturgetown, St. Ann, Jamaica
Born Rexton Rawlston Fernando Gordon in the Parish of St.
Ann, Shabba Ranks moved as a young boy to Trench Town in
Kingston. Writing for ROVI, Steve Huey said, “During his heyday,
Shabba Ranks was arguably the most popular dancehall toaster
in the world. He was a massive crossover success in the U.S.,
thanks to an openly commercial hybrid of reggae and hip-hop,
and also to prominent duet partners like Maxi Priest, Johnny
Gill, and KRS-One. All of this brought him several hit singles
and albums on the R&B charts in the early 90’s, and made him
the first dancehall artist to win a Grammy. Ranks’ distinctive,
booming growl of a voice earned him many imitators, and his
sex-obsessed lyrics—while drawing criticism for their unrelenting
“slackness”—made him one of dancehall’s hottest sex symbols.
Ranks’ early success also helped pave the way for even bigger
crossovers by artists like Shaggy and Sean Paul.” According
to Wikipedia, “Ranks gained his fame mainly by toasting
(or rapping) rather than singing, similarly to his dancehall
contemporaries in Jamaica. A protégé of deejay Josey Wales, he
arrived on the international stage in the late 1980s, along with a
number of fellow Jamaicans including reggae singers Cocoa Tea
and Crystal. Ranks also worked with Chuck Berry and American
rappers KRS-One and Chubb Rock. He secured a major record
deal with Epic Records in 1991. Having released five albums for
a major label, Ranks remains one of the most prolific dancehall
artists to break into the mainstream.” Visit his Myspace page.

Your Body Can’t Lie featuring Maxi Priest
Love/Romance/ Sex
A sexy song about lovers knowing what each other need: “False

pretender, stop pretending. Hope you receive the love I’m
sending. Watch dis aint no use pretending you don’t feel the
way I do. There’s this message that your body is sending I can
tell you want it too what do you want to hide the way you feel
inside. It’s too late to turn back now, every little touch it means
so much. So girl, just let me show you how your body can’t lie to
me. Cause I know just what you’re needing. Your body can’t lie
to me. Cause you are in need of some sexual healing. Mi have,
mi have, mi have, di remedy fi di heart. Mi have di remedy fi di
brain. Mi have di agony fi di body to mek yu choo-choo like a
train...I’m like de blood circulate in your vain, if is Shabba yu just
hollar out mi name.”

Shawn Storm

Unkown to current
Portmore, Jamaica
Shawn Storm is a reggae and dancehall singer. A member of
Vybz Kartel’s Portmore empire,Shawn in now in Jamaican prison
awaiting trail on murder charges. Shawn Storm, whose real
name is Shawn Campbell, was charged along with Vybz Kartel
and three other in the murder of Clive “Lizard” Williams. Visit his
Facebook page.

My Life
Happiness, Good Vibes, God/Jah
This song is about feeling good about life—happy and positive.
“Dem a pree how teacha sign me and me gone now, everybody
know about Shawn now. So when badmind tried to stop me
everyday me pray chant a psalm yow. Work hard for me chedda
everyday and night. Nah busy doing folly in Jah eyesight. Jah
help those who help themselves. Him run my life so just in case

you didn’t know a my life work hard everyday just to make a little
dough. A my life by the sweat of my brow things slow but I love
my life. And if you wanna make it in life at first you gotta glow.”

Singing Melody

1967 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Singing Melody is an international recording artist that combines
reggae and rhythm and blues (R&B) into his work. Born Everton
Hardweare. According to Wikipedia, “In the 1980s, he met wellknown reggae/dub producer King Tubby. Tubby produced his first
single, “Tie Me,” which was released on Firehouse in 1987. He
then caught the attention of production duo Steely & Clevie, who
produced his first hit, a reggae cover of the R&B single Shower
Me With Your Love by Surface. Singing Melody formed the group
“L.U.S.T.” which is also featured in this book. He also has had
success as a producer working with Morgan Heritage, Richie
Stephens and others. A detailed biography of Singing Melody is
featured on his official website. Visit his Facebook page.

Shower Me With Your Love
Love/Romance/Sex
A beautiful, romantic ballad in keeping with his philosophy
highlighted on his website which says, “I make music for women,
for men that love women and for everyone that believes in love.”

Special Love
Love/Romance/Sex
A love song that highlights Singing Melody’s vocal strengths: “Oh

baby can’t you see I love you. I’m really trying to find the words
to say how much you mean to me. But baby all the words get in
the way that’s how it seems to be. Ever since I saw that blessed
day heaven sent you to me. You left me speechless I don’t know
what to say.”

Sizzla

1976 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Reggae musician Sizzla Kalonji or Sizzla was born Miguel
Orlando Collins to Rastafari parents. He studied architecture
at the University of Technology in St. Andrew. Wikipedia
writes that, “He is one of the most commercially and critically
successful contemporary reggae artists and is noted for his
high number of releases. As of 2011 he had released over 65
solo albums... Along with universal praise came Sizzla’s first
nomination for Best International Reggae Artist of the Year at
the 1998 MOBO (Music of Black Origins) Awards and a place in
various magazines’ top 100 albums of the year.”

Quoted from the Judgement Yard site: “Sizzla, along with
reggae recording artists such as Capleton, Buju Banton, and
Anthony B, are credited with leading a movement toward a
re-embracement of Rastafarian values in contemporary reggae
music by recording material which is concerned primarily with
spirituality and social consciousness, explores common themes,
such as Babylon’s corrupting influence, the disenfranchisement
of ghetto youth, oppression of the black nation and Sizzla’s
abiding faith in Jah and resistance against perceived agents of
oppression.”

Sizzla’s Judgement Yard in August Town, is the home of his
record label, Kalonji Records, and community center which is
the heart of a group of artists. Visit Judgement Yard for detailed
biographical information, documentaries and videos about
Kalonji and his team. Sizzla has been the focus of controversy
because of his “anti-homosexual” lyrics. He comments about this
on the Judgement Yard site. Follow him on Facebook.

No Time To Gaze (Vandal & the DSC with vocals by Sizzla)
Rastafari, Culture
Sizzla is said by some to be a follower of the Bobo Shanti
“mansion” of Rastafari. This song refers to the term “Binghi man,”
defined in Urban Dictionary as, “A follower of the traditional and
orthodox Rastafarian movement of black supremacy and visions
of the Ethiopian Zion.” Kalonji is singing about what it means
to be a righteous man in the world. A sample of the lyrics: “Just
make yourself prepare. I’m travelling over borders and frontier. I
and I nature is clear. Watch yah nuh? Ghetto youths. There is no
time to gaze some come fi store it up and try corrupt weh Binghi
man create, yow. Tell dem change them ways Binghi youth unnu
hurry up nuh come yah so fi waste out you days, yah? Unnu nuh
see seh dem a gaze dem come fi store it up and try corrupt weh
Binghi man create, yah?...Dem must come together Ras Tafari
ah nuh joke.”

What’s Happening
Politics, Culture, Rastafari
A song about the culture of violence and the needs of people in

the world. Sizzla sings, “What’s happening in the world? Children
tend to drugs and they kidnappin all the girls. People lost their
jobs and their houses. Corruption seems to be the way they
promoting. What’s happening in the world?”

Words Of Divine
Love/Romance/Sex, Rastafari, God/Jah
He’s singing about being an Empress of Rastafari, someone
deserving of his “royalty”—a woman of good faith and livity. It
could be a song to one woman or all women. He says, “Take
these words of divine to the empress right away. Tell her to be
fine, I don’t want her to stray. Words of divine, to the empress
right away. Tell her to be mine, never go astray.”

Why Should I?
Politics, Rastafari, Culture
This song has a smooth reggae beat and saxophone
accompaniment. Sizzla says, “Why should I wanna hurt my
brother just for vanities? Why should I wanna hurt my sister for
the least of things? When I know I and I lives and reign and rule
over everything. Nothing nor no one gonna stop us now from
doing the right thing. The people had became a victim,whoa!
Because the system had make it so. Don’t take no bribe from no
politics,no! Scribes and Pharisees,I see them below. One black
love,is dat I come show. Just listen to this musical vibes that
flow. From the seed what you sow, it bear the fruit for today and
tomorrow.”

Holding Firm
Rastafari, God/Jah

Another song about “right livity.” He sings, “But I’m holding
firm. Every man deserve to earn. Jah Jah crown our plan with
success. Holding firm. Every man deserves to earn. You won’t
sink I in the mess. You say I’m rude, it’s an attitude yeah. I done
choose, I don’t lose, so go on your way. Money is the order of
your day. Choosing your wealth, that won’t stay. What you come
to prove, I done choose and den tell them diss me and a love me
include. Heavy obstacles I a move, cyah eat I food. Jah alone a
earn the reprove.”
Princess Black Featuring Edi Fitzroy
Culture, Rastafari
Sizzla sings about his love and admiration of the black woman:
“She’s a precious, precious, precious woman, Princess Black.
She always, always, always say no she tougher than an rut.
She’s a precious, precious, precious woman, Princess Black.
She always, always, always say no she tougher than an rut. She
don’t like to stay at home, living on dependency. She say she
have to strive out dey yah, just like a man you see. Anything that
is progressive, she always inna that. Works and able to fight to
keep her system alive. She walk along the streets of diamond
today. Black and beautiful mi hear the ghetto youths ah say. Now
who goes hopping along the way, chasing you, this empress of
the Sun Ray His Royal Majesty for the Black family. Where you
go love will follow.”

Spanner Banner

1970 to current
Montego Bay, Jamaica
According to Wikipedia, “Joseph Bonner better known as
Spanner Banner, is a Jamaican reggae and dancehall musician.
The brother of fellow reggae stars Pliers, “Richie Spice”,” and
Snatcha Lion, Bonner began his career in the late 1980s on

the Bidia sound system in St. Andrew, and had hits with songs
such as ‘Life Goes On’ with producer Winston Riley. He co-wrote
Chaka Demus and Pliers’ chart-topping ‘Tease Me’, and rose to
prominence himself in the mid-1990s with albums on RAS (Now
and Forever) and Island Jamaica (Chill), working with Sly and
Robbie on the latter. He went on to release the Real Love album
in 2001 on Heartbeat Records, featuring contributions from
Tanya Stephens, Lady Saw, and Sean Paul among others. After
relocating to England for a few years he returned to Jamaica
and found success again. In 2009 he returned to the charts with
the Donovan Germain-produced ‘Rolling Stones’, and won the
‘Biggest Comeback Artiste’ award at the 2010 EME (Excellence
in Music and Entertainment) Awards. In 2011 he set up the
Bonner Yard Productions record label.” Visit his Facebook page.

Life Goes On
Happiness
A comforting, calm song, he sings about the cycle of life: “Think
of the sunlight in the day, the moonlight in the night. Fishes are
dancing and the rivers rolling by. Still a blue sky and still another
baby cries. I wonder why some people sigh. Life goes on. Life
goes on, life goes on coz everyday another day is gone. Another
loving to be defined. Sweet sweet memories on my mind. You
gotta take some time. Cease from war and the killing and crime.
Life goes on, life goes on, coz everyday a babe is born...in your
mind you’ve got to think and make it fine.”

Spragga Benz

1969 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Carlton Errington Grant is a Jamaican dancehall DJ. According

to Wikipedia, “He began his career around 1991. Once known
to his friends as ‘Spaghetti’ (tall and slim), but this was later
shortened to Spragga. The Benz in his name comes from the
sound system for which he used to work for, L.A. Benz, and it is
through this that he found his way into the music industry at a
Dubplate recording session with Buju Banton. In the late 1990s,
Benz founded the ‘Stay In School’ program which provided
help for needy students in his hometown of Franklin Town.
Carlton “Carlisle” Grant Jr., his 17 year-old son who had played
a younger version of Benz’s character in the film Shottas, was
shot and killed by local police in Kingston, Jamaica on 23 August
2008.” Out of tragedy, Spragga has helped others through his
charitable work. Visit his official site dedicated to and Facebook
page.

More Life Featuring Stephen Marley, Sizzla, Jah Cure and
Queen Ifrika
Happiness, Rastafari, God/Jah
This extravaganza of a song with the participation of great artists
and full orchestra is high energy a feel good event in itself. They
sing about “More Life”—enjoy more, feel more, love more.

Stephen Marley

1972 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Wikipedia says, “Stephen Robert Nesta “Raggamuffin” Marley
is a Jamaican American musician and the son of reggae legend
Bob Marley and his wife Rita Marley. He is a five-time Grammy
award winner as an artist, producer, and member of Ziggy Marley

& The Melody Makers...On February 12, 2012, Marley won the
Grammy award for Best Reggae Album for his newest work,
‘Revelation Pt. 1: The Root of Life.’” Stephen is a world renown
producer and performer. Visit his offical site or Facebook page.

No Cigarette Smoking in My Room with Melanie Fiona
Love/Romance/Sex
A duet of two lovers. He’s going away and is preparing her.
She’s asking how she’s going to do it, be without him? A sample
of the lyrics: “No cigarette smoking in my room. No alcoholic
beverage in my room. Wanna give you some good love this
afternoon and I am gonna get a love potion real soon. I’ve been
gone for a while keep that perfect smile. Do your very best. I’m
gonna keep you warm is cold outside. Protect you from the storm
is cold outside. You know I love you baby. No need to worry
about me.”

Super Cat

1960 to current
Montego Bay, Jamaica
Wikipedia says, “A major figure in the positive-consciousness
dancehall movement, Jamaican DJ/toaster Super Cat was
born William Maragh in a ghetto section of Kingston known
as Cockburn Pen or Seivright Gardens (the same area that
produced DJ stars like U-Roy and Prince Jazzbo). Interested
in music from a very young age, Maragh was touring Jamaica
with various sound system organizations by the time he was
a teenager. His first DJ name, Cat-a-Rock, was eventually
switched to Super Cat due to the former’s resemblance to the
word ‘cataract’; he also earned a secondary nickname, the Wild

Apache.”

The biography on iTunes says, “Emboldened by success, Super
Cat decided to move to New York City and attempt to crack the
American market. He secured a major-label deal with Columbia
and landed the track “Nuff Man a Dead” on their compilation
Dancehall Reggaespanol; in 1992, he issued one of the first
major-label dancehall albums, the acclaimed Don Dada... Super
Cat’s own fusion of dancehall, roots reggae, hip-hop, and R&B
was next showcased on the proper follow-up to Don Dada,
1995’s The Struggle Continues. Super Cat continues to perform
on international stages across the world.” Visit his Facebook
page.

Cry Fi De Youth
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Crime/Poverty
A song drawing attention to the plight of ghetto youths. Super
Cat says, “Nuh cry for the three suit. We nuh cry for no
dignitaries. Wi cry, wi for the youth coz they can’t get food. Wi cry
for the unwanted. Wi can’t find a dollar for mi lunch money...Wi
cry fi di youth.”

Artists T - V
Tarrus Riley

1979 to current
The Bronx, New York, United States
Steve Leggett, ROVI writes, “One of the most promising of the
second generation of Jamaica roots reggae singers, Tarrus
Riley is the son of Jimmy Riley, who has had a long career as
a solo artist as well as being a former member of the Uniques
and the Techniques. Like his father, Riley has a sweet, nuanced
tenor vocal style, although his first connection with the Jamaican
music scene was as a DJ (under the name Taurus). Riley taught
himself to play keyboards and several percussion instruments
and began writing his own songs, many of which had strong
Rastafarian and consciousness-leaning themes...Riley has
done several concert appearances with his father, who is, along
with Tarrus’ mother, Lavern Tatham, very active in mentoring
and supporting his son’s career. Riley’s songs retain ties to the
Jamaican roots tradition while still managing to sound distinctly
contemporary. In addition, his strong stage presence gives
him crossover appeal and marks him as a coming force on the
international reggae scene.” Visit his Facebook page.

Karma
Rastafari, God/Jah
He sings about karma, the concept of what you do returns
to you—cause and effect. He sings, “Karma..Karma, she’s
a serious woman. Karma..Karma, don’t under estimate her
powers. Karma..Karma, never ever you neglect her. Karma..
Karma..Karma, Karma. Next time you better think first before you
go and break another heart and cause hurt. You might not get a
next time. No, a just so life work and there are consequences for
all your dirty works.”

Life Precious Gift
Happiness, Rastafari, God/Jah
Riley says, “What a joy it is to be alive. I give thanks for the day.
There is no need to complain. I choose nature’s way...It’s all
about being here isn’t it? No matter what. Treat your life like a
precious gift.”

Stay With You
Love/Romance/Sex
Tarrus Riley is a master of love songs. In this one he sings,
“We’ve been together for a while now. Growing stronger
everyday now. Feel so good and there is no doubt I will stay with
you. As each morning brings the sun rise and the flowers bloom
in spring time. On my loving you can rely I will stay with you. Oh
I will stay with you through your ups and your downs. I will stay
with you when no one else is around. When the dark clouds
arrive I will stay by your side and I know we’ll be all right I will
stay with you.”

Far Away
Love/Romance/Sex
This beautiful song is about love that lasts even though they
sometimes are far away from each other. Some of the lyrics: “I
love you, I love you yeah, all that you are. I love you, I love you
yeah, my star. And you never give my love away, always hold on;
what Jah put together let no one break asunder. When I’m far
away she always waits. Even when I’m far, far away. She never
give my love away no-no. With all that I put you through I’ve got
to give you credit. Cause you never cheated, you never even

thought about it. Me love how you keep it true yeah. Me love how
you hold it and that separates us from the rest. Jah bless yeah.”

Teflon

1985 to current
St. Mary, Jamaica
Teflon was born Shaniel Andre Watson. An article in Assault
Magazine said, “The ever-blazing Teflon began his musical
journey at the tender age of ten, when he found favour with the
congo drums and shortly after it was the flute and keyboard.
This helped him develop a strong connection with music and
inevitable, he reaped successes in music classes and caught
the admiration of his classmates...Telfon recorded his first
single Bless Me Jah in 2003 for a small-time label in Ocho Rios.
But, it was the circumstances leading up to that studio, which
highlighted his strong determination and love for music.”

An article in April, 2013 in one876entertainment.com reported
that, “Master One Productions is rolling out its new Cool Shade
Riddim next week, riding the wave of popularity of the new
reggae-soul movement...Reggae’s young ‘High Priest’ Teflon
bleeds all over ‘Love and Adore You’, one of the best songs
on the riddim where he shows off what appears to be a new
deejaying style. Teflon’s intonations tug at the instrumental’s
emotional core, and his delivery mixes aggression and passion
in just the right percentages to make FM radio sit up and pay
attention.” Teflon has a distinctive, deep voice that listeners will
remember. Visit Teflon’s Facebook page.

Good Seeds
Rastafari, God/Jah
Teflon has a gritty and unforgettable voice. This is a song of
encouragement to do the right thing: “Come on let’s sow good
seeds. I n I sow good seeds. Come on let’s sow good seeds.”

Tenor Saw

1966 to 1988
Kingston, Jamaica
Tenor Saw (born Clive Bright) was a prominent dancehall singer
in the 1980s, and one of the most influential singers of the early
digital reggae era. Writing on the allmusic site, Steve Huey
said Tenor Saw “is best known for his 1985 hit “Ring the Alarm,”
a song based on the then-ubiquitous Stalag 17 rhythm which
proved to be one of the biggest—and catchiest—hits to come
out of reggae’s transition into the electronic age. Tenor Saw
followed it up with Fever, an LP that, while it didn’t contain his
signature song, proved to be a minor classic of early dancehall,
full of simple, catchy melodies, synthesized rhythm-section parts,
and Tenor Saw’s floating vocals. (The CD reissue of Fever also
appended dub versions of most of the original tracks.) With
such a promising start to his career, it seemed Tenor Saw would
be around for quite a long time; sadly, his life was cut short in
August 1988, when he was hit by a car in Houston, TX, and
killed. The album Wake the Town was released posthumously in
1992.” Visit Tenor Saw’s Facebook page.

Lots of Sign
Culture, Happiness, God/Jah
This song is like a prayer. He sings, “Life is one big road with lots
of signs, sign on both side. I’m going to make up my mind to face

reality all the time. make up my mind to face reality all the time.
Many have sorrow Many have joy, never you try to take life for
a toy. Some may do good, some are doing bad, and this kind of
bad-doing is driving me mad. Cause when sunshine today I got
on my knees and pray I said Lord send me tomorrow, I say Lord
let me have joy, never let me have sorrow I said Lord, let me
have joy, oh Lord never let me have sorrow.”

Tessanne Chin

1985 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Tessanne is known for winning Season 5 of the American TV
show, “The Voice” which propelled her to fame. She was born
into a musical and culturally diverse family with both her parents,
cousin and brother being musicians. Her sister is a well known
Jamaican singer, Tami Chynn. Chin is of mixed racial descent as
are many in Jamaica with her ancestry being Chinese, English,
Black and Native American (Cherokee). Her Facebook page
features an extensive biography calling her “the fresh soulful
voice of a new generation of Jamaican musical talent. Her sultry
fusion of Dancehall and Reggae with edgy rock riffs mixed with
the honest, heart felt and conscious lyrics she pens herself
create a musical style that is uniquely her own. Her exceptional
vocal talent and her exotic looks give her unmistakable stage
appeal.”
Tessanne is almost a national “hero” in Jamaican now and she is
sure to have a deep impact on the music scene there.
I Have Nothing
Love/Romance/Sex
Tessanne sange Whitney Houston’s famous song to win “The

Voice” 2013 grand prize of a recording contract and a cash prize
of $100,000. Her husband, Michael Cuffe Jr. and her parents
were in the audience when she won the competition.
Hideaway
Love/Romance/Sex
Written by Tessanne, this was her “debut” single produced by
Rudy Valentino and Paul Kastick. A sample of the lyrics: “Do you
want me to take you home and show you what my love can do?
Do you want to go to heaven with my arms around you? Take my
breath away if only you would say. It’s only you and I and that’s
the way we’ll stay. I’ll take you there to my secret hide away. So
in love with you but I feel you know the truth. Every time you
catch me a stare you know I stare at you. You get so close to me
that I can almost taste your breath. I do want to go to heaven
with my arms around you.”
Redemption Song
Culture, Rastafari,
This important song was penned by Bob Marley who was
inspired to write it by the great Marcus Garvey’s words.
Tessanne performed this song during the “Voice” competition.

Tinga Stewart

1955 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
Tinga Stewart (born Neville Stewart) is a reggae singer who
grew up in the Kingston 11 Waltham Park Road area. Stewart
won the Festival Song Contest three times, twice as a singer
and once as a songwriter. This was the beginning of his solo
career. According to an article in United Reggae magazine,
“He and his younger brother Roman Stewart both showed an
aptitude for singing, with Roman cutting his first side in 1967
and Tinga following him in 1968. But it was on the hotel and

club circuit that Tinga really made his mark, performing a wide
variety of Jamaican and foreign popular music with the Boris
Gardner Happening that would inform the soulful love songs of
his recorded works.”

Writing about Tinga, Reggaemall.com said, “Tinga has
performed all over the world from Japan to the Netherlands...
Tinga is the one who discovered renowned singers Pam Hall,
Twiggy & reggae artist Yami Bolo. Tinga penned Marcia Giffith’s
hit song “Back in the Days” which went to number one on
numerous reggae charts.” He lives in Miami now and tours often.
Visit his Facebook page.

Inside My Heart
Love/Romance/Sex
This love song has the traditional, roots reggae beat and
Stewart’s strong and gentle voice. He sings, “Inside my heart
there is nothing but love for you. Inside my heart, baby my love is
true. Girl I will give to you everything I own. Always besides you,
you’ll never be alone. So glad we’ll always be together. My love
will shine in anytime for weather.”

T.O.K.

1966 Band Formed
Kingston, Jamaica
In Wikipedia it is written, “T.O.K. is a dancehall group hailing
from Kingston, Jamaica. The group consists of Alistaire ‘Alex’
McCalla, Roshaun ‘Bay-C’ Clarke, Craig ‘Craigy T’ Thompson,
and Xavier ‘Flexx’ Davidson... Described by the New York Times

as ‘the world’s greatest dancehall-reggae boy band,’ T.O.K. has
been Jamaica’s leading dancehall group for over a decade.
Since emerging on the scene in the early 1990s, they have
released numerous hit songs and albums.”

More from Wikipedia, “T.O.K. was one of the musical acts that
the Stop Murder Music campaign targeted. Their song ‘Chi Chi
Man’ was controversial for its lyrics which promote the murder
of gays. T.O.K. refused to sign the Reggae Compassion Act,
but drafted and signed their own contract in August 2009 before
their performance in Zurich called the T.O.K. Compassion Act.
Their contract states, “We respect and uphold the rights of all
individuals to live without fear of hatred and violence due to
their religion, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity or gender. T.O.K.
originally stood for ‘Touch Of Klass’ however the band has
devised many acronyms for their moniker, such as ‘Taking Over
Kingston’ or ‘Tribe of Kings.’” Visit their Facebook page.

Footprints
Culture, God/Jah, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/ Crime
The name of the song, perhaps taken from the popular poem,
Footprints, about God carrying us when we cannot go on,
describes scenarios of life in the ghetto and the impact of poverty
and despair. T.O.K. sings, “Hurry up and come back was the last
thing she said to her son the day his life was taken. She did not
know he wouldn’t come back he died from the bullet of a gun
and now her little boy is gone. She said help me, Lord help me
and she looked up to the sky and she heard a voice reply. When
you cry I cry, I cry along with you. When you smile I smile, I smile
along with you.”

Toots And The Maytals

1960 Bank Formed
Montego Bay, Jamaica
The biography on their official website said, “Toots and the
Maytals, originally called simply The Maytals, are considered
legends of ska and reggae music. Their sound is a unique,
original combination of gospel, ska, soul, reggae and rock.
Frederick “Toots” Hibbert, the leader of the group, was born
in May Pen in the Parish of Clarendon, Jamaica. He was the
youngest of seven children. He grew up singing gospel music
in a church choir, but moved to Kingston in 1961 at the tender
age of sixteen. In Kingston, Hibbert met Henry “Raleigh” Gordon
and Nathaniel “Jerry” McCarthy, forming a group whose early
recordings were attributed to “The Flames” and, possibly, “The
Vikings”. Having renamed the group the Maytals, the vocal trio
recorded their first album, Never Grow Old – Presenting the
Maytals, for producer Clement “Coxsone” Dodd at Studio One
in 1962-63.” Over the years they’ve worked with legendary
producers like Leslie Kong, Warwick Lyn and Chris Blackwell.
The band recently won the 2005 Grammy award for best reggae
album True Love, an album consisting of re-recorded versions
of their classics alongside popular and legendary musicians
such as Bonnie Raitt, Willie Nelson, Eric Clapton, and Keith
Richards, as well as popular artists today such as No Doubt, Ben
Harper, The Roots, and Shaggy. Toots and the Maytals remain a
powerful influences on the global music scene with heavy touring
and collaboration with new artists.” Visit their Facebook page.

Pressure Drop
Culture
Toots Hibbert wrote Pressure Drop and recorded it with producer

Leslie Kong. Since then it has been covered by many artists
including Robert Palmer and the Clash. The simple lyrics: “It is
you (oh yeah). It is you, you (oh yeah). It is you (oh yeah). Cause
a pressure drop, oh pressure. Oh yeah pressure drop a drop on
you. I say a pressure drop, oh pressure . Oh yeah pressure drop
a drop on you. I say when it drops, oh you gonna feel it. Know
that you were doing wrong.”

Turbulence

1980 to current
Montego Bay, Jamaica
Though written two years ago, this article on DJKaas.com,
describes Turbulence as: “Taking the reggae world like a storm,
31 year-old (born January 11, 1980) Sheldon Campbell, aka
Turbulence, is fast becoming one of Jamaica’s leading conscious
dancehall deejay’s. Having garnered a great deal of interest
while on a recent tour with Sizzla, this active member of the
Xterminator family has left quite an impression on reggae fans.
A brand new full-length release titled Rising, by VP Records will
finally give Turbulence the exposure he still lacks. This album
speaks for itself, showcasing the skill and talent of this up and
coming artist. Sharing a similar vocal style to that of Sizzla,
his strength lies in his rich and powerful singing voice. With
influences ranging from the great Bob Marley, Sizzla Kalonji, Jah
Cure, Luciano, Mikey General and his older cousin Norris Man,
he has developed a unique singing and deejaying style. With
time Campbell says he will ‘focus more on singing, and less on
deejaying’, with the aim of bringing his listeners songs of truth,
love, and positivity.” Turbulence is featured in the documentary
“RiseUp” released in 2007.

Notorious
Culture, Rastafari, God/Jah
In this song Turbulence sings that he could have been a gangsta,
thug but instead was saved by his Rastafari faith. Notorious
is one of Turbulence’s breakout songs. He sings, “Pat over di
oozy and glock. Life ova death. Yuh nuh seh a Turbulence. Nuff
youth can just go hold out. Hey let me tell yu dis again. I could
have been one of the most notorious. I got saved by the king
and his grace is so glorious. I could have been one of the most
devastating i got saved by the king and his love is everlasting.
Burn away the wicked lifestyle and the wicked image and the
wicked man dem profile. I’m so happy to be Rastafari style and
me ova come the wicked with just a smile. Den me start to live
my life and do things worth while. In a love n harmony i try not to
be vile nah bow fi wealth. Selassi will provide and my conscience
is clear mi no ave nuttin fi hide Rastafari.”

Vybz Kartel

1976 to current
Portmore, Jamaica
Adidja Palmer, Vybz Kartel, is a Jamaican dancehall artist,
author and entrepreneur. To quote from the back cover of his
book The Voice of the Jamaican Ghetto (Ghetto People
Publishing Company LTD, 2012): “Adidja Palmer” a.k.a. Vybz
Kartel is perhaps the most mystical personality to come out of
Jamaica since Bob Marley; a demigod to some, the living devil
to others. In a New York Times article, his marketability was
compared to that of Lady Gaga, Madonna and Jay Z.” At the time
of publishing this e-book (April, 2013) he remains incarcerated
awaiting trial for “murder and multiple criminal offenses.”
Kartel is famous in Jamaican music circles as the leader of the
Portmore Empire (Gaza fans unite) and ex-member of Bounty
Killer’s Alliance. He has been a Reality TV Star, created his
own rum and condom product lines, is a prodigious writer of

songs and has had a major impact on the culture of Jamaica
through his music, proteges and associates. One might call him
a Renaissance Man but only time will tell what will unfold for
Kartel. Visit his Facebook page.

A Like That
Love/Romance/Sex
Kartel sings to his love that she is his “wifey” and warns her of
the rumors and badmind that could occur. He sings, “Never live
without me (you know mi love you). When you wrap your arms
around me (nah diss yuh know). Through the rain she love me.
When the sun come out she love me. She say she nah go leave
me. Shame to see you sad so lonely. She say she nah go leave
me till the day life take her breath away. Ah ah a like that. So she
saaay when me touch her so. She say mmm mmm. Gyal a u me
say me want fi be me wifey. Gyal a u me wan fi be me wifey...U a
me wifey. U r in a me heart.”

Like A Movie
Dance
This fun song is from the Movie Star Riddim. Kartel has a gift
for lyrics: “Flash, flash and film it. Flash, flash and film it. It’s like
a movie. Gyal you a start show. Baby girl how yuh whine soh
groovy. Nuh deny me like America. Yuh love, me nuh wah fi
lose it. Nuff gyal wah give me di knowledge but a you alone tek
mi groovy. Me alone nah face di music. When you a whine is a
motion picture. Whine up yuh waist fi Addijah di Teacha. Gyal
don’t fret if you nah hav cab fare. You a star show now soh you
must get richa. Without rehearsal lockdown di scene. Capture
di award whining queen. Yuh badda dan Gabrille Union, Demi
Moore, Angelina Jolie.”

Life Sweet
Culture, Ghetto Youth/Poverty/ Crime, Politics
This song is an oxymoron because the title Life Sweet doesn’t fit
with the lyrics and a gun shot is heard at the end. Irony at best:
“Hey Russian! Weh dem call police fah. Dem cya stop the crime.
Ghetto youth waan money fi spend. That’s why so much man
a dead. Na na na na na na. Life sweet. Na na na na na na. Life
sweet...Ghetto youths have it harda. Nuff a we nuh grow with
no fadda (no fadda). So we end up tun gangsta. Nuff a dem sell
out and a move like Chewbacca. Then nuff time mi get up and
mi nah hav a dime. Pocket empty but a bare shot inna mi nine.
Dem new radio car cyann stop no crime. Mi a talk from mi heart
dem a waste time. Dem nuh wah ghetto youth fi hav nuh things.
So when you see blood a run like drinks. Do no call no police just
call di brinks. Cause a money ghetto youth waan.”

Artists W - Z
Warrior King

1979 to current
Portmore, Jamaica
Mark Dyer, Warrior King, is a Jamaican reggae singer. According
to Wikipedia, he was “born in Kingston but moved to Clarendon,
Jamaica during his early years. He studied Human Rights and
African Awareness at St. Andrew’s Technical College, and then
was a mechanical engineering student at the National Tool
and Engineering Institute before he changed gears to pursue
his musical career. Warrior King is a devout follower of the
Rastafarian faith and continues to use his music to reinforce
messages about love, tolerance, education and upliftment.” In
an article on Reggae-Vibes.com he was quoted as saying, “As
a Rastafarian you just don’t sing music, you sing music with a
purpose and a mission. To the four corners of the earth I carry
my music, and the message of the King. And the message of
love, to all people of all races.” Visit Warrior King’s Facebook
page.

Baby Don’t Worry
Happiness, Love/Romance/Sex
Warrior King sings to his lover, ”Baby don’t stop. Baby don’t
worry. Baby don’t stop for I’ll be there for you. Baby don’t worry,
for in time things will be okay. Don’t ever you be dismayed once
there’s love there‘s always a way. So don’t you worry, in time
things will be okay and if you truly love me you don’t need to go
astray. I’ll give you all the love and affection. I’ll give you true love
you need no love potion...Babe I never want to see you hurting.
I never want to see you sigh. You appeal to my concerns whenever I see you cry. So baby don’t worry.”

Virtuous Woman
Culture, Rastafari, God/Jah
Warrior King pays tribute to strong Jamaican women who live
according to Rastafari values. He sings, “Nuh real man can live
without a woman. Like night to day so is a woman to her man.
She’s essential to his purpose and his missions. A good woman
is a glory to her man. She will never take the power. She will
just make him a better man. Every great man has a virtuous
woman. Woman yu said yu love me, you never leave me lonely.
You always be there for me, so I need not worry. Woman to
keep I strong which is part of Jah plan. I leave my mum and
dad, find a woman and be one with the woman I make my bond,
perfect combination. I am black man so mi love mi black woman.
Woman a give me the sweet, sweet love. Oh any time a day,
yeah, lots a kisses and hugs.”

Yami Bolo

1970 to current
Kingston, Jamaica
According to the biography on his official website, “Yami Bolo,
called ‘the freshest Roots and Culture artiste springing out of
the pack in Jamaica today’ has torn up crowds as far away
as Canada, Japan, Europe and the United States and is not
stopping. Yami Bolo’s magical voice speaks directly to the heart,
his singing style has been passionately compared to ‘a cry out
in the wilderness’ inspiring strength, joy and hope. Born Rolando
Ephraim McLean on October 1, 1970, raised in Kingston 13, Bolo
became exposed to music at an early age through the church,
which his grandmother always insisted that he attend. His early
attraction to music was further encouraged by his grandmother’s
gifts of an accordion and a trombone. Visit his Facebook page...
Bolo remains true to the spirit of reggae when, in speaking of his

work, he states ‘the singer is but the instrument. It’s the Almighty
at work.’ Bolo’s commitment to conscious lyrics is evident
throughout his music, he is determined to spread the love and
happiness of his spiritual strength through exploring his multiple
roles as singer, songwriter and musician.” Visit his Facebook
page.

Isn’t She Lovely
Politics, Rastafari, God/Jah
Bolo does a cover of the Stevie Wonder song: “Isn’t she lovely?
Isn’t she wonderful? Isn’t she precious? Less than one minute
old. I never thought true love would be making one as lovely as
she. Isn’t she lovely made from love? I can’t believe what Jah
has done through us he’s given life to one. Isn’t she lovely made
from love?”

Zamunda

1985 to current
St. Ann, Jamaica
Born Christopher Gayle, Zamunda is a reggae and dancehall
singer. The biography on Sherkhan ‘s Lair (Tiger Records
Producer) says: “Zamunda, a young, vibrant reggae artist from
Jamaica made his debut on the International Reggae Music
Scene in 2011 making his mark with his staple single ‘Jah Love
Surround me’. Thou with a young music catalog, already, he has
been ranked among the greats such as Bob Marley, Peter Tosh,
Beres Hammond, Luciano, Sizzla just to name a few. Zamunda
built his fan base as a consciously sound reggae act fusing his
love for Reggae & Dancehall leading to his unique musical style.
With cutting edge lyrics, stylish arrangements, and an exciting
new sound that is fresh, with a mission to own your attention...

Zamunda chose his name from a little country in East Africa that
he identifies what the ideal society should be like similarly to that
of his own heart expressing unity, love & joy that of a firm devout
Rastafarian.” Visit his Facebook page.

Jah Love Surround
Rastafari, God/Jah
Zamunda sings this song “Oh Salassie I. Jah love surround me.
So pagans can’t go round me. Love surround me. Inna water
them want fi drown me. Love surround me. So pagans can’t go
round me. Love surround me. Inna water them want fi drown
me...Them try to tell lies on me...I’m protected by the Almighty,
my soul must be free...Jah love surround me.”

Zareb

1960 to current
Clarendon, Jamaica
From United Reggae Online: “Born Ranford Mc Gurdy in
Clarendon, Jamaica, Zareb left the Jamaican country when he
was sixteen to live in Kingston where he began going to several
recording studios. The origin of the name Zareb is African
and it means Guardian. After singing cover songs of his major
influences Half Pint and Junior Reid, he met Fantan Mojah with
whom he recorded many duets under the name of Mr. Flash (as
‘Rastafari Is The Ruler’ or ‘Authentic Love’ both in 2005).” He
changed his name to Zareb in 2006. Visit his Facebook page
and support him.

Give Thanks For Another Day Featuring Ninja Ford
Rastafari, God/Jah

This duet by Zareb and Ninja Ford is in praise of the most high,
they ask for help singing, “Harken to my cry. Oh. Answer to my
cry. Hear my plea right now. Right now. Most high Jah. The most
high. Answer it speedily. Jah Jah give thanks for another day.
Give thanks for another day.”
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Websites and Magazines

Jah Lyrics: Patois Dictionary–This site offers a Patois Dictionary as well as a “comprehensive and searchable database of all
the Reggae Lyrics. The database is constantly growing and new
lyrics are added weekly.”
Jamaicans Music.com–The site is “dedicated to cataloguing
and recording the history of Jamaican music and the artists who
have made this music popular.” It has a large database of artists,
videos and samples of music — links to buy music. The site
creators make an online turntable system available for free, users can mix music like a professional DJ. The site has live radio;
definitely worth checking out on their website or Facebook page.
The site has received multiple awards and has the mission of
“being the number 1 Jamaican music site in the world.”
lyrics.time–The website boasts, “We offer the most organized
lyrics database as well as lyrics for all your favorite music.”
Rap Genuis–Rap Genuis explains rap lyrics; according to the
website, a “hip-hop Wikipedia.”

Rastafari Global Council–Website offering education, inspiration, history and information about the culture, philosophy and
theologies of Rastafari.
Rasta Livewire–According to the site, Rasta Livewire is a leading blog on Rastafari that provides in-depth and varying viewpoints from Rastas in Africa and the African Diaspora.
Reggaeville Magazine–The “world of reggae in one village,”
says the website. Videos, interviews and music from Germany,
the UK, Jamaica, and other hot spots of reggae.
Reggae Festival Guide–Celebrating their 20th year anniversary in 2014, The Reggae Festival Guide is “the world’s oldest
and largest reggae publication.” The publishers distribute over
100,000 copies free at festivals, and many venues in the US and
Canada and through mail subscriptions. Their digital presence
grows everyday through their iPhone and other apps as well as
website and active social media keeping fans, artists, promoters
and others connected globally. A valuable resource for anyone
who loves reggae.
ROVI Corporation–Rovi helps people discover and buy movies, TV shows, music, and other entertainment. Their All Music
website lets you explore various genres of music. Biographies,
written by knowledgable journalists and other resources about
artists are there.
Sherkhan’s Lair–A website by a french musician and film
maker, Romain Chiffre a.k.a Sherkhan. Now living in Jamaica for
several years, his website offers short films in both French and
English. “À la Jamaïque…” is part of an overall project called
“Just Humans.’” The website says, “It’s an ultra-short series,
intended to discover Jamaican culture in a fast, fun, friendly and
intimate format.” He also lists Jamaican documentaries and films

of interest on his blog.
SONGLYRICS–The website provides song lyrics and information
about artists from many different music genres.
United Reggae–Online reggae magazine with high quality writers and articles promoting international reggae culture.
Urban Dictionary–This website defines slang words and
phrases with a bit of humor and irreverence.
VI Reggae–According to their site, “Virgin Island Reggae is
livicated to bringing the heartical roots music of St. Croix forward
to the masses... VI Reggae offers you an opportunity to listen
to roots music from the Virgin Islands non-stop for days without
hearing the same song twice. We have also put together links to
all known web sites pertaining to the Artists and Record Labels

Share Our Book
To Our Readers
We hope the book surpassed your expectations and you experienced some new Jamaican music as you read and explore. We’d
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book for free via marketing efforts we’d especially appreciate you
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To The Artists Mentioned in the Book
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music. We’d love it if you would link to us from your official website
or other social media sites. Contact us if you have other artists you
think we should add for the next edition of the book.
Fifteen Percent Finder’s Fee Paid
We are marketing the book to hotels, cruise lines, and other, tourist
related entities. We think wedding or conference planners could
offer the e-book/digital music guide as a perfect gift for guests. We
could add the logo or any image and text desired to personalize the
book for the client. We will extend special pricing for large orders
and will be happy to provide details. If anyone connects us with a
contact that does business with us, we will pay a 15% finder’s fee
once the deal is consummated.
Please contact dona@reggaemusicguide.com for more
information about private labeling and referral opportunities.

Travel, Health & Wealth
If you like to travel, you know it is fun to do so with excellent health,
energy and time/freedom. Dona Omanoff, an author of this e-book,
is an independent distributor for Synergy Worldwide.
Synergy’s flagship product. ProArgi-9+ is based on Nobel prizewinning science which can give your body the support necessary
for a long, healthy life.
Dona says, “The audience for our e-book is global and I want to
share information about the “miracle molecule”—l-arginine, an
amino acid that increases nitric oxide in our body to help enhance
our cardiovascular system. Network marketing is a lifestyle and
health business. People that like to travel may want options to
create more time/freedom.”
For more than a decade, Synergy Worldwide has experienced
phenomenal growth and operates in over 25 countries. Synergy is
backed by Nature’s Sunshine Products—an industry giant that has
thrived since its founding in 1972. The Wall Street Journal found
Nature’s Sunshine number 7 stock performance in publicly traded
network marketing companies.
Our products are the highest-quality supplements in the world—
the company controls all its own product development, ingredient
sourcing, manufacturing and testing.
Synergy Worldwide has a world-class, proven compensation plan.
Unlike, corporate pyramid schemes, network marketing success
comes by perseverance, determination and believing in the
products you represent.
If you are interested in learning how nitric oxide can benefit your
blood flow and cardiovascular health or explore the business

opportunities, visit Florida Healthy Heart —Dona’s health website.
Synergy Worldwide does not yet operate in Jamaica but these
are the countries in which we do business now: Australia, Austria,
Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway,
Philippines, Poland, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Thailand,
United States, US Español, United Kingdom, and Vietnam.

Dedication
From Dona
To Hervin and Kathleen Radway
for introducing me to Jamaica.
To Keino Jackson
for introducing me to Fureus.
To David
for making it all possible.
From Fureus
To My Children:
Duke, Forest and Natayah

